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Disturbances produced by Metal, Magnetic and Non-magnetic. The DiffusionEffect.
Equivalence of Nonconducting Iron to Self-induction.

Coming now to the effects of metal in the magnetic field of a coil,
the matter is more easily understood from the theoretical point of view,
in the first instance, than by the more laborious course of noting facts
and evolving a theory out of them a quite unnecessary procedure,
seeing that we have a good theory already, and, guided by it, have
merely to see whether it is obeyed and what the departures are, if any,
that may require us to modify it.
First, there is the effect of inductive magnetisation in increasing the
inductance of a coil. Diamagnetic decrease is quite insensible, or
masked by another effect, so that we are confined to iron and the other
The foundation of the theory is Poisson's
strongly magnetic bodies.
assumption (no matter what his hypothesis underlying it was) that the
induced magnetisation varies as the magnetic force ; and when this is
put into a more modern form, we see that impressed magnetic force is
related to a flux, the magnetic induction, through a specific quality, the
inductivity, in the same manner as impressed electric force is related to
electric conduction-current through that other specific quality, the conductivity of a body.
Increasing the inductivity in any part of the
magnetic field of a coil, therefore, always increases the inductance Z, or
the amount of induction through the coil per unit current in it, and the
2
The effect of iron therefore is, in the steady
magnetic energy, ^LC
state, merely to increase the inductance of a coil, without influence on
its resistance.
I have, indeed, speculated [vol. I. p. 441] upon the
existence of a magnetic conduction- current, which is required to complete the analogy between the electric and magnetic sides of electromagnetism ; but whilst there does not appear to be any more reason for
its existence than its suggestion by analogy, its existence would lead to
phenomena which are not observed.
But this increase of L by a determinable amount determinable, that
is, when the distribution of inductivity is known, on the assumption
that the only electric current is that in the coil breaks down when
there are other currents, connected with that in the coil, such as occur
when the latter is varying, the induced currents in whatever conducting
matter there may be in the field. L then ceases to have any definite
value.
But in one case, that of S.H. variation, the mean value of the
is the effective
magnetic energy becomes definite, viz., \L'C^ where
L, and (7 the amplitude of the coil-current, the change from J to \
being by reason of the mean of the square of a sine or cosine being \.
There must be this definiteness, because the variation of the coil-current
That Lf is less than L, the
is S.H., as well as that of the whole field.
.

V

steady value, may be concluded in a general though vague manner from
the opposite direction of an induced current to that of an increasing
primary, and its magnetic field in the region of the primary ; or, more
exclude
distinctly, from the power of conducting-matter to temporarily
magnetic induction.
in
In a similar manner, the resistance of a coil, if regarded as the

R
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RC'2 the Joulean generation of heat per second, ceases to have a definite
value when the current is varying, if C be taken to be the coil-current,
on account of the external generation of heat. But in the S.H. case, as
,

before, the

mean value

frequency),

making ^R'C* the heat per second, where B' is the effective
That PJ is always greater than E is certain and obvious

resistance.

necessarily a definite quantity (at a given

is

without mathematics ; for the coil -heat is JJ?(7 2 and there is the external
heat as well. It is suggested that, in a similar manner, a non-mathematical and equally clear demonstration of the reduction of L is possible.
The magnetic energy of the coil-current alone is \LCl, and we have to
show non-mathematically, but quite as clear as in the argument relating
to the heat, that the existence of induced external current reduces
the energy, without any reference to a particular kind of coil or kind
,

of distribution of the external conductivity.
Perhaps Lord Rayleigh's
*
dynamical generalisation might be made to furnish what is required.
When the matter is treated in an inverse manner, not regarding
electric current as causing magnetic force, but as caused by or being an
affection of the magnetic force, there is some advantage gained, inasmuch
as we come closer to the facts as a whole, apart from the details relating
to the reaction on the coil-current.
Magnetic force, and with it electric
current, a certain function of the former, are propagated with such
air that we may, for present purposes,
as an instantaneous action.
On the other hand, they are
diffused through conductors in quite another manner, quite slowly in
comparison, according to the same laws as the diffusion of heat, allowing
for their being vector magnitudes, and for the closure of the current,
thus producing lateral propagation.
The greater the conductivity and

immense rapidity through

regard

it

the inductivity, the slower the diffusion.
Hence a conductor brought
with sufficient rapidity into a magnetic field is, at the first moment,
only superficially penetrated by the magnetic disturbance to an appreciable extent ; and a certain time
which is considerable in the case of a
large mass of metal, especially copper, by reason of high conductivity,
and more especially iron, by reason of high inductivity more than
counteracting the effect of its lower conductivity is required before the
steady state is reached, in which the magnetic field is calculable from
the coil-current and the distribution of inductivity.
And hence, a
sufficiently rapidly oscillatory impressed force in the coil-circuit
induces only superficial currents in a piece of metal in the field of the
coil, the interior being comparatively free from the magnetic induction.
The same applies to the conductor forming the coil-circuit itself; it,
also, may be regarded as having the magnetic disturbance diffused into
its interior from the boundary, and we have
only to make the coil-wire
thick enough to make the effect of the approximation to surface-conduction experimentally sensible.
But in common fine-wire coils it may
be wholly ignored, and the wires regarded as linear circuits. There is
no distinction between the theory for magnetic and for non-magnetic
conductors ; we pass from one to the other by changing the values of
*

Phil.

Mag., May, 1886.
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Nor is there any
the two constants, conductivity and inductivity.
difference in the phenomena produced, if the steady state be taken in
each case as the basis of comparison.

But, owing to copper having
same inductivity as air, there seems to be a difference in
the theory which does not really exist.
A fine copper wire placed in one (say in branch 3) of a pair of
balanced coils in the quadrilateral, under the influence of intermittent
Its inductivity is that of
currents, produces no effect on the balance.
the air it replaces, so that the steady magnetic-field is the same and it
practically the

;

too small for the diffusion-effect to sensibly influence the balance.
On the other hand, a fine iron wire, by reason of high inductivity,
requires the inductance of the balancing-coil (say in 4) to be increased.
The other effect is small in comparison, but quite sensible, and requires
a small increase of the resistance of branch 4 to balance it.
thicker
copper wire shows the diffusion-effect ; and if we raise the frequency
and increase the sensitiveness of the balance, its thickness may be
decreased as much as we please, if other things do not interfere, and
still show the diffusion-effect.
If thick, so that the disturbance is considerable, the approximate balancing of it by change of resistance is
insufficient, and the inductance of coil 4 requires a slight decrease, or
that of 3 a slight increase.
thick iron wire shows both effects
the inductance and the resistance of branch 4 must be
strongly
increased.
These effects are greatly multiplied when big cores are
used ; then the balancing, with intermittences, at the best leaves a
The influence of pole-pieces and of
considerable residual sound.
armatures outside coils in increasing the inductance, which is so great
in the steady state, becomes relatively feeble with rapid intermittences.
This will be understood when the diffusion-effect is borne in mind.
If the metal is divided so that the main induced conduction-currents
cannot flow, but only residual minor currents, we destroy the diffusioneffect more or less, according to the fineness of the division, and leave
In my early experiments I was sufficiently
only the inductivity effect.
satisfied by finding that the substitution of a bundle of iron wires for a
solid iron core, with a continuous reduction in the diameter of the wires,
reduced the diffusion-effect to something quite insignificant in comparison with the effect when the core was solid, to conclude that we had
is

A

A

:

make iron, under weak magnetising
behave merely as an inductor. More recently, on account of
some remarks of Prof. Ewing on the nature of the curve of induction
under weak forces, I immensely improved the test by making and using
nonconducting cores, containing as much iron as a bundle of round
I take the finest iron filings
wires of the same diameter as the cores.
(siftings) and mix them with a black wax in the proportion of 1 of wax
After careful mixture I roll the
to 5 or 6 of iron filings by bulk.
resulting compound, when in a slightly yielding state, under considerable pressure, into the form of solid round cylinders, somewhat
only to stop the flow of currents to

forces,

resembling pieces of black poker in appearance.
(J inch diameter, 4 to
6 inches long.)
That the diffusion-effect was quite gone was my first
conclusion,
Next, that there was a slight effect, though of doubtful
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The resistance-balance had to be very carefully
But, more recently, by using coils containing a much
greater number of windings, and thereby increasing the sensitiveness
considerably, as well as the magnetising force, I find there is a distinct
effect of the kind required.
Though small, it is much greater than the
least effect that might be detected ; but whether it should be ascribed
to the cause mentioned or to other causes, as dissipation of energy due
to variations in the intrinsic magnetisation, or to slight curvature in
the line of induction, so far as the quasi-elastic induction is concerned,
To show it, let 1 and 2 be equal coils wound
is quite debateable.
amount and
attended

character.

to.

(L=3 macs, J? = 47 ohms), 3 and 4 equal in resistance
= 724 = 93 ohms), but of very unequal inductances, that of coil 3
(L 3 = 24 macs) being so much greater than that of coil 4 that the iron
core must be fully inserted in the latter to make L = L y
(Coils 3 and
together
(72 3

4; 1J inch external, J inch internal diameter, and f inch in depth.
Frequency 500.) The balancing of induction is completed by means of
an external core. Resistance of branch 6 a few ohms, E.M.F. 6 volts.
There is, of course, an immense sound in the telephone when the core
but when it is in, there is merely a faint residual sound,
nearly destroyed by increasing JK3 by about -^j part, a
On the other hand, pure self-induction
relatively considerable change.
of copper wires gives perfect silence, and so does
a method I have
6i
shown to be exact [vol. II., p. 38]. (I may, however, here mention
that in experiments with mere fine copper-wire coils there are sometimes
to be found traces of variations of resistance-balance with the frequency
of intermittence, of very small amount, and difficult to elucidate owing
to temperature-variations.)
Balancing partly by Jf64 and partly by the
iron cores, the residual sound increases from zero with
to the
64: only,
maximum with the cores only. Halving the strength of current upsets
the induction-balance in this way
the auxiliary core must be set a
little closer when the current is reduced.
This would indicate a slightly
lower inductivity with the smaller magnetising force, and proves slight
curvature in the line of induction.
But, graphically represented, it
would be invisible except in a large diagram.
It is confidently to be expected, from our knowledge of the variation
of /*, that when the range of the magnetising force is made much greater,
the ability of nonconducting iron to act merely as an increaser of
inductance will become considerably modified, and that the dissipation
of energy by variations in the intrinsic magnetisation will cease to be

is

out of

which

coil 3,

is

M

,

,

M

:

But, so far as weak magnetising oscillatory forces are concerned, we need not trouble ourselves in the least about minute effects
due to these causes. Under the influence of regular intermittences, the
iron gets into a stationary condition, in which the variations in the
intrinsic magnetisation are insensible.
It seems probable that n must
have a distinctly lower value under rapid oscillations than when they
The values of /* calculated from my experiments on cores
are slow.
have been usually from 50 to 200, seldom higher. I should state that
the magnetic
I define /x to be the ratio B/H, if B is the induction and
force, which is to include h, the impressed force of intrinsic magnetisainsensible.

H
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It is with this /A, not with
(See the general equations in Part I.)
the ratio of the induction to the magnetising force as ordinarily understood, that we are concerned with in experiments of the present kind.
tion.

Inductance of a Solenoid.
The Effective Resistance and Inductance of Round
Wires at a given Frequency, with the Current Longitudinal; and the
Corresponding Formulae when the Induction is Longitudinal.

Knowing, then, that iron when made a nonconductor acts merely as
an inductor, when we remove the insulation and make the iron a solid
mass, it requires to be treated as both a conductor and inductor, just
copper mass, in fact, of changed conductivity and inductivity.
the coil is a solenoid whose length is a large multiple of its
diameter, and the core is placed axially, the phenomena in the core
become amenable to rigorous mathematical treatment in a comparatively
simple manner.
In passing, I may mention that on comparing the measured with the
calculated value of the inductance of a long solenoid according to
Maxwell's formula (vol. II., art. 678, equations (21) and (23)) in the
first edition of his treatise, I found a far
greater difference than could
be accounted for by any reasonable error in the ohm (reputed) or in the
The
capacity of the condenser, and therefore recalculated the formula.
result was to correct it, and reduce the difference to a reasonable one.
On reference to the second edition (not published at the time referred
I will therefore only
to) I find that the formula has been corrected.
Let
be the mutual inductance of two long
give my extension of it.
coaxial solenoids of length I, outer diameter c 2 inner c lt having n and
n 2 turns per unit length. Then
like a

When

M

,

where,

When

if

p=

c /c ,
l
2

^^KK^K^tC+t*

.........

<>

As regards Maxwell's previous formula (22), art. 678, however, there is
disagreement still.
References to authors who have written on the subject of induction
of currents in cores other than, and unknown to, and less comprehenSo
sively than, myself, are contained in Lord Rayleigh's recent paper.*
far as the effect on an induction-balance is concerned, when oscillatory
currents are employed, it is to be found, as he remarks, by calculating
the reaction of the core on the coil-current.
This I have fully done in
my article on the subject. Another method is to calculate the heat in
the core, to obtain the increased resistance.
This I have also done.

When

is

small, its influence

Phil.

Mag., December, 1886.

the diffusion-effect
*

on the amplitude and
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phase of the coil-current is the same as if the resistance of the
were increased from the steady value R to [vol. I., p. 369]

coil-

circuit

= E + 2/7r(7r^VcV) 2 = R + BI

say.

"

Many phenomena which may be experimentally observed when rods
are inserted in coils may be usefully explained in this manner."
Here
H and k

are the inductivity and conductivity of the core, of length I,
the same as that of the coil, n/2ir the frequency, c the core's radius,
and
the number of turns of wire in the coil per unit length ; whilst

N

that part of the steady inductance of the coil-circuit which is contributed by the core.
The full expression for the increased resistance due to the dissipation
of energy in the core is to be got by multiplying the above
l by
is

R

which

is

given by

[vol.

I.,

Y

t

364]

p.

_

_

4.14.

3.10.

2.6.8* V

The value of R' is therefore R + R^. The
being convergent, the formula is generally applicable. The law
of the coefficients is obvious.
I have slightly changed the arrangement
of the figures in the original to show it.
We may easily make the
core-heat a large multiple of the coil-heat, especially in the case of iron,
in which the induced currents are so strong.
When y is small enough,
we may use the series obtained by division of the numerator by the
where y = (lirpknc*)*.
series

denominator in

(49c),

which

is

15. 16 3 9

16.24

.

Corresponding to this, I find from my investigation [vol. I., p. 370]
of the phase-difference, that the decrease of the effective inductance

from the steady value

is

expressed by
y / - 19?/

229w 2
,

\
,

When the same core is used as a wire with current longitudinal, and
again as core in a solenoid with induction longitudinal, the effects are
thus connected.
Let L l be the above steady inductance of the coil so
far as is due to the core, and L{ its value at frequency ?i/27r, when it
also adds resistance R{ to the coil.
Also let E 2 be the steady resistance
of the same when used as a wire, and R( and Li its resistance and
then becomes.
inductance at frequency w/2w, the latter being what

^

Then
J

TITOT.1 /7

T"fc

T

T~>/

T

t

.

T\l

Tt

"\

(52o)
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I did not give any separate development of the L( of the core, corf
responding to (48c) and (49c) above for B but merged it in the expression for the tangent of the difference in phase between the impressed
force and the current in the coil-circuit.
The full development of L{ is
,

same denominator

The high-frequency formulae

for

as in (49c)

E{ and L{ are

(2*)*'
if

y

=

IQz2

When

.

z is as large as 10, this gives

#( =

^=2234

L&,

whereas the correct values by the complete formulae are
#{ =
It

is

198^,

when

Lr

we may advantageously

therefore clear that

frequency formulae

{=-225

z is over 10,

which

is

use

the

high-

easily reached with iron

cores at moderate frequencies.

The corresponding
current

is

fully developed formulae for R(

L when

and

f

2,

the

longitudinal, are

_

__

6.16V

23.10.16

3*. 14.

16

_
3. 2 2 .

2.6.16V

4.3 2 .14.16

10.16V

showing the laws of formation of the terms, and

+
I4

=

5"

1

2 2 .6.16V

+

2.3 2 .10.16V

1+

3.4 2 .'l4.r6V
'

...............................................................

the denominator being as in the preceding formula.
y=1600, these give

At

z

=10, or

whereas Lord Rayleigh's high-frequency formulae, which are

^ = 2-234^2,
is

particular frequency

5

= J/*x

-447.

makes the amplitude of the magnetic

force in

e case of the core, and of the electric current in the other case,
fourteen times as great at the boundary as at the axis of the wire or

core (see Part I.).
As, however, we do not ordinarily have very thick
wires for use with the current longitudinal, the high-frequency formulae
are not so generally applicable as in the case of cores, which may be as
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thick as we please, whilst by also increasing the number of windings
the core-heating per unit amplitude of coil-current may be greatly
increased.
If the core is hollow, of inner radius c else the same, the equation
of the coil-current is, if e be the impressed force and G the current in
the coil-circuit whose complete steady resistance and inductance are
and L, whilst L^ is the part of L due to the core and contained hollow
(dielectric current in it ignored),
,

R

sc

when

q depends

(whose value

is

upon the inner

zero

when

radius, being given

the core

........... (53c)

J (sc)-qK (sc)

is solid),

by

and

There may be a tubular space between the core and coil, and E, L may
include the whole circuit.
In reference to this equation (53c), however, it is to be remarked that there is considerable labour involved in
working it out to obtain what may be termed practical formulae,
admitting of immediate numerical calculation. The same applies to a
considerable number of unpublished investigations concerning coils and
cores that I made, including the effects of dielectric displacement the
analysis is all very well, and is interesting enough for educational purposes, but the interpretations are so difficult in general that it is
questionable whether it is worth while publishing the investigations, or
;

even making them.
The

Christie Balance of Resistance, Permittance,

and Inductance.

Leaving now the question of cores and the balance of purely magnetic

and returning to the general condition of a self-induction
= 2 3) equation (23e), let the four sides of the quadribalance,
1
lateral consist of coils shunted by condensers.
Then R, L, and S
denoting the resistance, inductance, and capacity of a branch, we have
self-induction,

ZZ

4t

ZZ

Z={Sp + (R + Ip)so that the conjugacy of branches 5

and

1

1

}-

;

..................... (55c)

6 requires that

{Sl
},

............ (56c)

wherein the coefficient of every power of p must vanish, giving seven
It
conditions, of which two are identical by having a common factor.
is unnecessary to write them out, as such a complex balance would be
useless ; but some simpler cases may be derived.
Thus, if all the Z/s
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we have

the

I

(57c)

which may be compared with the three self-induction conditions (25c)
to (27 c).
If we put

the time-constant, the second of (57c)

ES=y,

may

be

written
If $2 = = $4 the single condition in
to (26c).
If Sl = = /SL it is y3 = y
addition to the resistance-balance is i/ 1 = yy
4
Next, let each side consist of a condenser and coil in sequence.
Then the expression for Z is

which corresponds

,

.

Z=R + Lp + (Sp)-\
which gives

~

1111
+ = +-,
1

Here

......................... (59c)

rise to five conditions,

<t

*l

LS ~
1

1

9

the resistance-balance were unnecessary ; and, as
there can be no steady current, this seems a sufficient reason for its not
But, in fact, the third condition, by union with the
being required.
others, eliminating $3 X 3 S4 and L by means of the other four conit

looks as

if

,

ditions,

,

,

becomes

So the obvious way of satisfying it is by the true resistance-balance.
[But see, on this point, the beginning of the next Part VII.]
If there are condensers only, without resistance-shunts, we have

Z=(SpY\

#A =

so that

&

the sole condition of balance.
If two sides are resistances, P^ and
and $4 we obtain

................................. (62c)
................................. (63c)

is

Ry

and two are condensers, $3

,

BjRi-SJSs

................................. (64c)

The multiplication of special kinds of balance
a quite mechanical operation, presenting no difficulties.

as the sole condition.

is

General Theory of the Christie Balance with Self and Mutual
Induction all over.

Passing now to balances in which induction between different
branches is employed, suppose we have, in the first place, a true
:
R 1 R^ = R2EBJ but not an induction-balance, so that
resistance-balance,
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sound produced in the telephone.

Then, by means of small
placed in the different branches, we find that we may reduce
the sound to a minimum in a great many ways by allowing induction
between different branches. If the sound to be destroyed is feeble, we
may think that we have got a true induction-balance but if it is
loud, then the minimum sound is also loud, and may be comparable
to the original in intensity.
We may also, by upsetting the resistancebalance by trial, still further approximate to silence, and it may be a
The question
very good silence, with a false resistance-balance.
arises, Can these balances, or any of them, be made of service and be
as exact as the previously described exact balances ? and are the
balances easily interpretable, so that we may know what we are doing
is

test-coils

;

when we employ them

?

ATs concerned, and therefore fifteen ways of
balancing by mutual induction when only two branches at a time are
allowed to influence one another, and in every case three conditions are
There are

fifteen

involved, because there are three degrees of current-freedom in the six
conductors involved.
Owing to this, and the fact that in allowing
induction between a pair of branches we use only one condition (i.e.
concerned), whilst the resistance-balance
giving a certain value to the
makes a second condition, I was of opinion, in writing on this subject
before [vol. IL, p. 35], that all the balances by mutual induction, using
a true resistance-balance, were imperfect, although some of them were
far better than others.
Thus, I observed experimentally that when a
= L.J was taken, the balances by means of
ratio of equality (R l = R&
were very good, whilst that by
or
was usually very bad,
63
65
the minimum sound being sometimes comparable in intensity to that
which was to be destroyed.
I investigated the matter by direct calculation of the integral extracurrent in branch 5 arising on breaking or making branch 6, due to the
momenta of the currents in the various branches, making use of a

M

M

^

MM

M

principle I had previously deduced from Maxwell's equations [vol. I.,
p. 105], that when a coil is discharged through various paths, the
integral current divides as in steady flow, in spite of the electromotive
This method gives us
forces of induction set up during the discharge.
the second condition of a true balance.
But more careful observation, under various conditions, showing a

M

persistent departure from the true resistance-balance in the
Q5 method
and
(due to Professor Hughes), and that the
6i methods were

M^

M

persistently good and were not to be distinguished from true balances,
led me to suspect that the second and third conditions united to form
one condition when a ratio of equality was used (just as in (28c), (29c)
and
but not in the
method. So I
above) in the
69
64c methods,
65

M

M

did what I should have

M

done at the beginning;

differential equations concerned, verified
results in a Postscript [vol. II., p. 38].

investigated the

suspicions, and gave the
I have since further found

my

when using the only practical method of equal-ratio, there are no
other ways than those described in the paper referred to of getting a
true balance of induction by variation of a single L or M, after the
that,
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This will appear in the following
look complex, is quite mechanical

Write down the equations of electromotive force in the three circuits
1 + 5-2,
and 3-4-5, when there is impressed force in
branch 6 only. They are (p standing for d/dt),
6

+ 1 + 3,

+
+P(M12 C2 +
+P(M31 C1 +
1

M
M
M

C2 +
C
13 3
C
32 2
Q2

M

63

+ L 3 p)C3
7J/
(7
4 +
65 5 )

C3

+ 7!f36 (76 ),

=
,(65c)

+p(M5l C

l

2

A+

+ ^2

^"23^3

A + ^5^5

=

+ M36 C6 )

+P(M31 C

1

- P (M C
5l l

Now, eliminate C 1 C2 C6 by
f

,

the continuity conditions

,

(7 = C' + C
1
3
5

= 64

r

(7

,

2

^=

(7

5,

+ 6*

(73

(66c)

giving us
(67.)

=

31

3

'

32

4

33

5'

where the X's are functions of p and constants.

we

Solve for

(75 .

Then

see that

^22^31

.(68e)

This could
the complex condition of conjugacy of branches 5 and 6.
at the beginning, but it
be more simply deduced by assuming C5 =
may be as well to give the values of all the JT's, although we want but
is

four of them.

Thus

+M

+ 2M3l )p,
+ M36 )p,
-M +M +
+ 35 )p,
12
u
3l
-

= - R.2 + - L 2 + 7I/12

X

=

22

3l

(

+ 7l/31

-

-

21

15

X

M
M

-

+ .J/;54
-

7l/
24

M

53

-

M
M

26 )p,

-

...(69c)
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So

it

O^AQ + Atf + A^ ...................... (70c)

A =

;

^=

the frequency
The values of

+
(M32 +
+ R,(M21 +
2,

,

In this

It is

number

is w/2ir.

A

and

A

l

A = 0, in addition, makes the
A = 0, in addition, wipes out all
1

2

A, = A 2ri\

0,

..................... (71c)

are

M - M - M - M - M - MM
M + M - M - MM - M - MU - My.)
M + M -M -M -M -M -M,
2Q

12

14

3i

36

i2

2B

2Q

IB

52

16

52

16

the coefficients of
Then the value of 2

last, let

q 2 , qy q v q.

in

becomes

gives the resistance-balance
current vanish ; and
transient
integral
trace of current.
There is also the periodic balance,

if

and arranging

four of these in (68c),

Now, using the required
powers of p,

A

5B

15

6)

R Rz R v R
2

,

.......... (73c)

in the brackets be

,

is

with the object of substituting one investigation for a large
of simpler ones that the above full expressions for A l and A 2

are written out.

Examination of Special Cases. Reduction of the Three Conditions of
Balance to Two.
If we take all the IPs as zero, we fall back upon the self-induction
's as zero
balance (25c) to (27c).
Next, by taking all the
except one,
we arrive at the fifteen sets of three conditions. Of these we may
write out three sets, or, rather, the two conditions in each case besides
the condition of resistance-balance, which is always the same.

M

Ally's = 0, except

M

36

.

4

,

except Jf46

-x -x )=
(R! + R2 )M36
2
3

,

}

.

+ x,-x2 -x3 )=As

,

(R,

these only differ in the sign of the M, we may unite these two
between 6 and 3, and 6 and 4. The two con-

cases, allowing induction

ditions will be got

All M's

by writing

M

36

-

M^ for M

36

in (75c).

= 0, except M5Q (Prof. Hughes's method).
=R
+ X-x- x + M
+R +R +R

'"
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= Rv L1 = L2 which is the really
choose a ratio of equality,
l
case
way of using induction-balances in general. In the
3Q
the two conditions (75c) unite to form the single condition

R

Now

M

,

practical

Lt-LB = 2M3Q
and

in the

M^

............................ (78c)

,

case (76c) unite to form the single condition

Z4 -

3

=-2Jf46 ............................ (79c)

We know already that the same occurs in the case
as in (29c),

,

M

.

(L,-L.)(L 1

But

................................. (80e)

Ll - M12

M

-M

cannot vanish

12 )

;

=Q

the single condition.

L, = L y

and

)

so that

4=4
is

of the simple Christie,

three ways of uniting the second and third conditions.
examine all the other
's, one at a time, on the same assumption,
= L 2 With 12 we obtain
2 LI

B =E
l

4 = 4:

we have

so that

Now

making

.................................. (81)

Similarly, in case of

L, = L 3

M^,

.................................. (82c)

All these, (77c) to (82c), were given in the paper referred to;
and Af34 have absolutely no influence on the
the last two mean that
12
balance of self-induction.
and 2 put l = 2
All the rest are double conditions.
Thus, in
1
= E^ and Ll = L 2 ) then the two conditions are
z
again.

M

A

E

A

B

M

,

'

M M + MM + MW + M^ + 2M
Mu + ^(EJE^M^ - M

= L - LB + (1 + BJB 1 )(MU - 2B +
+ 2(MM - M3Q ) + (1 - JtJEMMu = Ltfi - L B ) + L B (M12 + Mu + M16
+ Lt(Mu + Mu

26 )

)

M -M
M Mu M - MM - MM - M,
56

-

56 )

bl

-

12

-

3l

;

(83c)

3Q )

-

16

&)

;

(84c)

M

's are
which are convenient for deriving the conditions when several
Thus, one at a time, excepting the few
operative at the same time.
already examined
:

(85)

" JO

= L, - L3 + M53 (l + BJRJ

\

'

(86)

)

(87

}
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.

.

l

'

m

(0 =

Li -L 3 =
(0 4-413

24

.....

.......

9 ,.

= 4-4-^3(1-^)'
fO = 4 -4 + Mn

,

(\-RJRJ\

.....

io=4-4+jif24 (i-4/4)>
= L4 -i + Af14 (l+JJ4 /^)
fO

1

s

'

'

we compare

If

'

'

\o =

,

+ 4/4) 4-4+
/4 f
(0=4-4-^(1+^)
\
|o = 4 - 4 - irji + 4/4) + jft/ij'
'

jif

.

M)
94

.

jif

14 (i

the two general conditions (83c), (84c),

,

.

95

we

shall see

that whenever

we may

obtain the reduced forms of the conditions by adding together
the values of L% L4 given by every one of the M' s concerned.
may therefore bracket together certain sets of the M' s. To illustrate
and
are existent together, and all the other
this, suppose that
24
13

We

M

M

IT's are zero.

Then

(92c)

and

(93c) give,

by

addition,

which are the conditions required.
and Jf34 may be bracketed. Also
Similarly
12
Also
and
and
But
65
51 M^, M^,
54
56

M

M

.

M

M

,

,

M

.

M6V M M
Mu and M
62 ,

63 ,
23

M^
will
t

not bracket.

Miscellaneous Arrangements.

As

Effects of Mutual Induction between the
Branches.

already observed, the self-induction balance (28c), (29c)

M

is

inde-

and 1T34 when these are the sole mutual inductances
pendent of
12
concerned; that is, when R^R^, L^L^, R^ = R^ L3 = L. By (92c)
and
is secured by
and (93c) we see that independence of
13
24
making all four branches 1, 2, 3, 4 equal in resistance and inductance.
,

M

M

But it is unsafe to draw conclusions relating to independence when
several coils mutually influence, from the conditions securing balance
when only two of the coils at a time influence one another. Let us
examine what (83c) and (84c) reduce to when there is induction between
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but none between 5 and the rest or
M' s = which have either 5 or 6 in

all

L = Ly

and put

their double suffixes,
ditions thus

PART

Then we may write

the con-

:

-M^

M

..................

= (L, + L,)(MU - 2 ,) + (L, - L,)(M2, - M13 ) + M%3 - M\,
+ (M2 , - Jf13 )( J/34 - M12 + (Mu - M23 )(M2 , + IB - M12 - M,,}.

M

)

The

simplest

way

of satisfying these

MU = M

is

M =M
24

13 .................

If these equalities be satisfied,

we have independence

we make

1, 2, 3,

Now,

if

the four branches

inductance, so that in (96c) and (97c)
first reduces to

Q
so that

it

first

is

of

balance is to be preserved
reduces to

of

M

;

and

12

(98c)

MM

.

4 equal in resistance and
have R^ = R^ and L^ = L^ the

we

= M14 -M23

............................ (99c)

,

M

all

(97c)

by making

and

23

(96c)

M

absolutely necessary that
U = 2# if the
whilst, subject to this, the second condition

= (l/24 -Jf13 )(Jf34 -Jlf12 ),

.................. (lOOc)

M = M or MM = M Thus there are two ways
of preserving the balance when
four branches are equal,
Jf = l/ and M = M
independent of the values of M and If
and Mu = 3/ and Af = M independent of the values of Jf and M
so that either

,

Z4

3

,

else

12

.

all

23

14

23

The

viz.,

13 ,

24:

34

12

12 ,

24

verification of these properties, (98c)

and

later,

34

13

;
.

makes some very

experiments, especially when the four branches consist, not
coil each, but of two or more.
The meanings of some of
the simpler balances are easily reasoned out without mathematical
examination "of the theory ; but this is not the case when there is
simultaneous induction between many coils, and their resultant action
on the telephone-branch is required.
Returning to (96c) and (97c), the nearest approach we can possibly
make to independence of the self-induction balance of the values of all
s therein concerned, consistent with keeping wires 3 and 4
the
away
from one another for experimental purposes, is by winding the equal
wires 1 and 2 together.
Then, whether they be joined up straight,
= 23 and u = M<, identically, or reversed, making
which makes
13
and
23
u = - Jf24 we shall find that
pretty

merely of one

W

M^

M

M M
M

M
,

MU-M*
the necessary and sufficient condition of preservation of balance.
must cancel one another
At first sight it looks as if
and
3l
32
when wires 1 and 2 are reversed. But although 1 and 2 cancel on 3,
yet 3 does not cancel on 1 and 2 as regards the telephone in 5. The
effects are added.
On the other hand, when wires 1 and 2 are straight,
3 cancels on them as regards the telephone, but 1 and 2 add theireffects on 3.
Similar remarks apply to the action between 4 and the
equal wires 1 and 2 when straight or reversed ; hence the necessity of
the condition represented by the last equation.

is

M

M
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M

M

and
cancel when 1 and 2 are straight,
6l
62
their effects when they are reversed: whilst
and
6l
52
cancel when 1 and 2 are reversed, and add their effects when they are
But wires 1 and 2
straight, results which are immediately evident.
the other hand,

M

M

and add

twisted, before being wound into a coil, if it is
desired to get rid of the influence of, say,
and
when it is a coil
G1
62
that operates in 6, and this coil is brought near to 1 and 2.
This leads me to remark that a simple way of proving that the
mutual induction between iron and copper (fine wires) is the same as

must be thoroughly well

M

M

,

between copper and copper, which is immensely more sensitive than
the comparison of separate measurements of the induction in the two
cases, is to take two fine wires of equal length, one of iron, the other of
copper, twist them together carefully, wind into a coil, and connect up
with a telephone differentially. On exposure of the double coil to the
action of an external coil in which strong intermittent currents or
reversals are passing, there will be hardly the slightest sound in the
telephone, if the twisting be well done, with several twists in every
But if it be not well done, there will be a residual sound,
turn.
which can be cancelled by allowing induction between the external or
rather
primary coil and a turn of wire in the telephone-circuit.
curious effect takes place when we exaggerate the differential action by
winding the wires into a coil without twists, in a certain short part of
The now comparatively loud sound in the telephone may
its length.
be cancelled by inserting a nonconducting iron core in the secondary
coil, provided it be not pushed in too far, or go too near or into the
primary coil. This paradoxical result appears to arise from the secondary
coil being equivalent to two coils close together, so that insertion
of the iron core does not increase the mutual inductance of the primary
and secondary in the first place, but first decreases it to a minimum,
which may be zero, and later increases it, when the core is further
inserted.
Reversing the secondary coil with respect to the primary
makes no difference. Of course insertion of the core into the primary
always increases the mutual inductance and multiplies the sound. The
fact that one of the wires in the secondary happens to be iron has
nothing to do with the effect.
Another way of getting unions of the two conditions of the inductionbalance is by having branches 1 and 3 equal, instead of 1 and 2.
Thus,
= 3 L^ = L^ 2 =
in
if we take
1
A^ and 2 (73c) and (74c), we
obtain fifteen sets of double conditions similar to those already given,
out of which just four (as before) unite the two conditions.
Thus,

A

E

using

M

IB

E

only,

and the same

if

are operative.

and

M

24

.

R

,

A

R

we have

That

L2 =L

M

we use

The other two

,

are

M

is,

M

(lOlc)

and
only, and the same when both
IB
the self-induction balance is independent of
24:

This corresponds to (81c) and

and with ^T45

,

Z5

and

M

45

.

M
M

24
13

(82c).

With

M

= L 2 -Lt-2M25
= L 2 - Z4 - 27lf45

2b

we have
(102e)

(103c)
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conditions corresponding to (85c) to

need not be written down.

Several special balances of a comparatively simple kind can be
obtained from the preceding by means of inductionless resistances,

double-wound

coils

whose self-induction

is

negligible

under certain

cir-

cumstances, allowing us to put the L's of one, two, or three of the four
branches 1, 2, 3, 4 equal to zero.
may then usefully remove the
This vanishing of the L of a
ratio-of-equality restriction if required.
branch of course also makes the induction between it and any other

We

branch vanish.
For instance,

let

L = L% = L4 = then
= #2 L 3 + 71/36(^ + ^2)
;

l

gives the induction-balance

And

when

M

3(]

is

(104c)

used, subject to

R^R^R^Ry

= R2L3 -MBb (R 2 + ^)

(105c)

M

is used.
the corresponding condition when
But 56 will not give
balance, except in the special case of S.H. currents, with a false resistance-balance.
The method (104c) is one of Maxwell's. His other two

M^

is

have been already described.
In the general theory of reciprocity, it is a force at one place that
produces the same flux at a second as the same force at the second place
That the reciprocity is between the force and the
does at the first.
Thus
flux, it is sometimes useful to remember in induction-balances.
the above-mentioned second way of having a ratio of equality is merely
equivalent to exchanging the places of the force and the vanishing flux.
must not, in making the exchange, transfer a coil that is operative.
For example, in the
6i method (79c), there is induction between
on the other hand, fails to give
branches 6 and 4;
45 (equation (88c)),
But if we exchange the branches 5 and 6, it is the battery
balance.
and telephone that have to be exchanged ; so that we now use
will not.
which gives silence, whilst
6i
I have also employed the differential telephone sometimes, having
had one made some five years ago.
But it is not so adaptable as the
I need say nothing as to its
quadrilateral to various circumstances.
theory, that having been, I understand, treated by Prof. Chrystal.
Using a pair of equal coils, it is very similar to that of the equal-ratio

We

M

M

M^

M

quadrilateral.

PART
Some Notes on Part VI.

,

VII.
Condenser and Coil Balance.

(1).

After my statement [p. 260, vol. n.] of the general condition of conjugacy of a pair of conductors, and the interpretation of the set of
equations into which it breaks up, I stated that in cases where, by the
presence of inverse powers of p, there could not be any steady current
in either of the to-be conjugate conductors due to impressed voltage in
the other, a true resistance-balance was still wanted to ensure conH.E.P.

VOL.

ii.

T
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when the currents vary. I am unable to maintain this hasty
In the example I gave, equations (59c) to (61c), in
generalisation.
which each side of the quadrilateral consists of a condenser and a coil
in sequence, so that there can be no steady current in the bridge-wire,

jugacy

true that the obvious simple way of getting conjugacy is to have a
The conditions may then be written
true resistance-balance.

it is

23
and either
and

?:?
X ~ X&

^

ore.se

;>:j'.
y%y>

B

X2~

and

^

'

*-*>}
y<Ly>}

R

stands for the resistance and L for the inductance of a coil.
S for the permittance of the corresponding condenser, x for the coil
time-constant L/fi, and y for the condenser time-constant ES ; that is,
we require either vertical or else horizontal equality of time-constants,

where

and magnetic, subject to certain exceptional peculiarities
similar to those mentioned in connection with the self-induction balance.
It is also the case that on first testing the power of evanescence of the
other factor on the right of equation (61c), it seemed to always require
negative values to be given to some of the necessarily positive quantiBut a closer examination shows that this is not necesties concerned.

electrostatic

sary.

As an example, choose

^=

R. =

= 2,
=
5,
2
S2 = 5,

1,

2

A = -\,
S1==7,

3,

tf^HVj
Z4 = f, I ...... (3d)

^
S =

L3 =
3

fli-trJ

f|,

found that these values satisfy the whole of equations (61c),
and yet the resistance-balance is not established. No doubt simpler
We must therefore remove the requirement
illustrations can be found.
of a resistance-balance when there can be no steady current, although
It will be

the condition of a resistance-balance,
way of satisfying all the conditions.
(2).

when

fulfilled,

leads to the simple

Similar Systems.

F=Z

If V=Zfi be the characteristic equation of one system and
C
2
that of a second,
being the voltage and C the current at the terminals,
they are similar when

V

Z-JZ2 = n,

any numeric

Z is

the symbol of the generalised resistance of a system between
when it is, save for its terminal connexions, independent
of all other systems ; a condition which is necessary to allow of the
ZC being the full expression of the relation between and C,
form
Z being a function of constants and of p,p2 pB etc., and p being d/dt.
To ensure the possession of the property (46?), we require first of all
that one system should have the same arrangement as the other, as a
coil for a coil, a condenser for a condenser, or equivalence (as, for
instance, by two condensers in sequence being equivalent to one) ; and,

Here
its

terminals,

V

V=

,

,
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next, that every resistance and inductance in the first system be n
times the corresponding resistance and inductance in the second
system, and every permittance in the second system be n times the
corresponding one in the first.

Then, if the two systems be joined in parallel, and exposed to the
same external impressed voltage at the terminals, the potentials and
voltages will be equal in corresponding parts, whilst the current in any
part of the second system will be n times that in the corresponding
part of the

Also the electric energy, the magnetic energy, the
in any part of the second system
are n times those in the corresponding part of the first.
first.

dissipativity,

and the energy-current

The induction-balance got by

joining together corresponding points
of course, far more general than the Christie
balance, limited to four branches, each subject to V=ZG\ at the same
time, however, it is less general than the conditions which result when
the full differential equation is worked out.*
By the above, any number of similar systems may be joined in
parallel, having then equal voltages, and their currents in the ratio of
the conductances.
They will behave as a single similar system, the
conductance of any part of which is the sum of the conductances of the
corresponding parts in the real systems; and similarly for the permittances and for the reciprocals of the inductances. If, on the other
is the sum of the separate
hand, they be put in sequence, the resultant
Z's, the current in all is the same, and the voltages are proportional to

through a telephone

is,

Z

the resistances.
When the systems are not independent the above simplicity is lost ;
and I have not formulated the necessary conditions of similarity in an
extended sense except in some simple cases, of which a very simple
one will occur later in connexion with another matter.

The

(3).

The
(74c).

Christie

Balance of Resistance, Self and Mutual Induction.

three general conditions of this are given in equations (72c) to
If, now, we introduce the following abbreviations,

m =
+ I
m6 = Z, + Z4 +L6
m = - L + M13 - M
3

S

13

5

2

the conditions mentioned reduce simply to

^^

R\R =
m
m
+
+
(mj
l3
16 )# 4
7%^ = (msl
=
m
+
(m,
]3 )m 36
*

This general property is, it will be seen, of great value in enabling us to avoid
and lengthy mathematical investigations. In another place [p. 115, vol.
II.], I have shown how to apply it to the at first sight impossible feat of balancing

useless

iron against copper.
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The interpretation is, that as there are only three independent
currents in the Christie arrangement, there can be only six independent
inductances, viz., three self and three mutual ; and these maybe chosen
Let the three
to be the above ra's, whose meanings are as follows.

AB^A, CB B,C,

be

circuits

2

AB 2 CA

and

in the figure, so that the
currents in them are Cv CB and C6
Then p ra 3, and 6 are the self,
the mutual inductand 13
6l
.

,

m

m

m

,

m

m

ances of the three circuits.
Now if the four sides of the
quadrilateral consist merely of short
pieces of wire, which are not bent
into nearly closed curves, it is clear
that (Qd) are the true conditions, to
definite meaning be
attached ; the inductance of a short
wire being an indefinite quantity,
may therefore start
depending upon the position of other wires.
ab initio with only these six inductances, and immediately deduce
vol. II.] the conditions (Qd), saving a great deal of preliminary
[p. 107,
work. But, on coming to practical cases, in which the inductances do
admit of being definitely localised in and between the six branches of
the Christie, we have to expand the m's properly, using (5d) or as
much of them as may be wanted, and so obtain the various results in
Part VI. Therefore equations (6d) are only useful as a short registration of results, subject to (5d), and in the remarkably short way in
which they may be got; a method which is, of course, applicable to
7
an) network, which can only have as many independent inductances
as there are independent circuits, plus the number of pairs of the same.

which alone can

We

(4).

Reduction of Coils in Parallel

to

a Single

Coil.

In Part VI. [p. 267, vol. II.], in speaking of the inductometer, I
referred to the most useful property that a pair of equal coils in parallel
behave as one coil to external voltage, whatever be the amount of
mutual induction between them ; a property which, excepting in the
mention of mutual induction, I had pointed out in 1878 [p. Ill, vol. I.].
But, although there appears to be no other case in which this property
is true for any value of the mutual inductance, which is the property
wanted, yet, if a special value be given to it, any two coils in parallel

made equivalent to one.
condition required is obviously that Z, the generalized resistance
of the two coils in parallel, should reduce to the form
+ Lp. Equation (30c) gives Z\ to make the reduction possible, on dividing the
denominator into the numerator, the second remainder must vanish.

will be

The

R

Performing this work, we find

z

LL-m
-- -'
2

- 2m

J

/^7 X
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which shows the effective resistance and inductance of the coils in
and r 2 being their resistances, and l lt / 2 m the inductances \

parallel, rl

,

subject to

giving a special value to m, which,

if it be possible, will allow the coils
to behave as one coil, so that, when put in one side of the Christie, the
self-induction balance can be made. This equation (Sd) is the expression
of the making of coils 1 and 2 similar, in the extended sense, being the
Let a unit current flow in the
simple case to which I referred above.

two coils. Then ^ - m and l 2 -m are the inductions
and these must be proportional to the resistances,
making therefore the actual inductions through them always the same.
Similarly, if any number of coils be in parallel, exposed to the same
of the

circuit

through them,

impressed voltage V, with the equations

we

if

have, by solution,

D be

N

the determinant of the coefficients of the C"s in (9rf), and
rs the
be the total current, we
n in D. So, if C = Cl + C2 +

coefficient of

m

. . .

have

<7=r(2Jv~)/;
where the summation includes

therefore
all

the

Z=D/(2N),

JV's.

To reduce

..........

Z to

(lid)

the single-

we

require the satisfaction of a set of conditions whose numthan the number of coils.
The simplest way to obtain these conditions is to take advantage of
the fact that, if any number of coils in parallel behave as one, the
currents in them must at any moment be in the ratio of their conductances.
Then, since by
coil form,

ber

is

one

less

V- T

F- rA=P( m31 C

l

are the equations of voltage,

into them,

we

when we

introduce

obtain the required conditions

The induction through every
also the voltage

due to

and the impressed

coil at

its variation,

voltage.

:

any moment is the same in amount;
and the voltage supporting current,
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(5).

In

General Property of a

Impressed Voltage in the Quadrilateral.
Linear Network

remarks on

of
[p. 271, vol. II.], relating to the behaviour
in the quadrilateral, I, for brevity in an already
long article, left out any reference to the theory. As is well known, in
the usual Christie arrangement (see figure, above) the steady current in

my

batteries

when put

5, due to an impressed voltage in any one of 1, 2, 3, 4, is the same
whether 6 be open or closed, if a steady impressed voltage in 6 give no
current in 5.
But the distribution of current is not the same in the
two cases ; so that, when we change from one to the other, the current
in 5 changes temporarily ; as may be seen in making Mance's test of

the resistance of a battery, or by simply measuring the resistance of the
battery in the same way as if it had no E.M.F., using another battery in
6, but taking the galvanometer-zero differently.
We, in either case,
have not to observe the absence of a deflection ; or, which is similar,
the absence of any change in the deflection ; but the equivalence of two
deflections at different moments of time, between which the deflection
Hence Mance's method is not a true mil method, unless it be
changes.
made one by having an induction-balance as well as one of resistance
in which case, if the battery behave as a mere coil or resistance, which
is sometimes nearly true, especially if the battery be fresh, we may
employ the telephone instead of the galvanometer.
The proof that the complete self-induction condition, Z1 Z4 = Z2 Z3
where the Z's stand for the generalised resistances of the four sides of
the quadrilateral, when satisfied, makes the current in the bridge-wire
due to impressed force in, for example, side 1, the same whether branch
6 be opened or closed, without any transient disturbance, is, formally,
a mere reproduction of the proof in the problem relating to steady
;

,

currents.

Thus, suppose

B

A

a steady impressed force in side 1, and
and B the proper
functions of the resistances, in the case of the common Christie, but
= R2 R3 which makes a resistancewithout the special condition
Then we know that if we introduce this condition into
balance.
and B, the resistance Q can be altogether eliminated from the quotient

where ^

is

E^

A

R

A/B, making C5 due

Now,

to e l independent of J?6
in the extended problem, in which it
.

is still possible to represent the equation of a branch by V=ZC, wherein
is no longer a
in the expansion of A/B to
resistance, we have merely to write Z for
obtain the differential equation of (75 ; and consequently, on making
= Z^ZB, we make A/B independent of G Hence, the current in
4
the bridge-wire is independent of branch 6 altogether when the general
condition of an induction-balance is satisfied, making branches 5 and 6

Z

R

Z^

Z

.

conjugate.
But, as is known to all who have had occasion to work out problems
concerning the steady distribution of current in a network, there is a
great deal of labour involved, which, when it is the special state
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involved in a resistance-balance, is wholly unnecessary. This remark
applies with immensely greater force when the balance is to be a universal one, for transient as well as permanent currents ; so that the
proper course is either to assume the existence of the property required
at the beginning, and so avoid the reductions
to the simple special state, or else to

from the complex general
purposely arrange so that the
reductions shall be of the simplest character.
Thus, to show that C5 is
independent of branch 6, when there is an impressed voltage in (say)
side 1, making no assumptions
concerning the nature of branch 6, we
may ask this question, Under what circumstances is C5 independent of
C6 ? And, to answer it, solve for C5 in terms of e 1 and (7C and equate
the coefficient of C6 to zero.
Thus, writing down the equations of voltage in the circuits
and BjCBgBj in the above figure, we have
,

el

when

there

restricting

<74

we

/

1

,

,v

g

no mutual induction between different branches, but not
form ; and now putting

is

Z

= Z C1

to a particular

=

obtain

which give

C (Z,

making

C'

5

independent of

branches 5 and 6

CQ when

the condition of conjugacy of

is satisfied.

If there are impressed voltages in
then (ISd) obviously becomes

all

four sides of the quadrilateral,

c -(
=

which makes C5 always zero
example,

let e 2

= Q,

<?

4

= 0;

if e^
e^ e3
then, if there

= e^ and Z^Z
is

Z^Zy

conjugacy of 5 and

As an
6,

and

also

the impressed forces are also balanced.

Putting, therefore, batteries in

and letting them work an intermitter in branch 6, we
obtain a simultaneous balance of their resistances and voltages, and
sides 1

and

3,

If self-induction be negligible, we may
the ratio of the latter.
as E, the resistance ; if not negligible, it must be separately
balanced.
But should there be mutual induction between different branches,
this working-out of problems relating to transient states by merely
As before,
to Z partly fails.
may then proceed thus
turning
write down the equations of voltage in the circuits AB 1 B 2 A and

know
take

Z

R

We

:
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CB^C, using
circuit CAB C.
2

the six independent inductances of these and of the
Thus,

b

if

there

and

(7

4

is

by

1

l

(^ 2 -^m 16 ){

and C6
3

+

.

4

1

1.

As

before, eliminate

C2

,

+ E2 +p(m l
C5

which, by solution for
e

2

an impressed voltage in side
(16d), and we obtain
[Hi

terms of

R C2 +p(m C

,

its

gives

differential equation

To be independent

+Xm +m
3

13 )}

of

(7

6,

we

at once in

require

= (^-pm36 ){El + E2 +p(m1 +m. 13 )},

(23d)

which, expanded, gives us the three equations (6d) again, showing that
C5 depends upon e 1 and the nature of sides 1, 2, 3, and 4, subject to
(23d), and of 5, but is independent of the nature of (76 altogether,
except in the fact that the mutual induction between branch 6 and
other parts of the system must be of the proper amounts to satisfy
(23d) or (6d).
The extension that is naturally suggested of this property to any
network whose branches may be complex, and not independent, is
The equations of voltage of the branches will be of
briefly as follows.
the form

wherein the Z's are differentiation-operators.
Suppose branches ra and n are to be conjugate, so that a voltage in
m can cause no current in n. First exclude m's equation from (24d)
Then write down the equations of
altogether, and, with it, Zmm
.

voltage in all the independent circuits of the remaining branches, by
adding together equations (24d) in the proper order ; this excludes the
Ps, and leaves us equations between the e's and all the independent
Put the Cm terms on the left
(7's, but one fewer in number than them.
side, then we can solve for all the currents (except Cm) in terms of Cm
and the e's. That the coefficient of Cm in the Cn solution shall vanish
is the condition of
conjugacy, and when this happens, Cn is not merely
m^ etc.
independent of em but also of mm though not of ml

Z

,

Z

,

Z

have dwelt somewhat upon this property, and how to prove it for
transient states, because, although it is easy enough to understand how
the current in one of the conjugate branches, say n, is independent of
current arising from causes in the other conjugate branch, m, yet it is
far less easy to understand how, when m is varied in its nature, and
I

therefore wholly changes the distribution of current in all the branches
(except one of the conjugate ones) due to impressed forces in them, it
Consciendoes not also change the current in the excepted branch n.
tious learners always need to work out the full results in a problem
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relating to the steady-flow of current before they can completely satisfy
themselves that the property is true.

Note on Part III.

Example of Treatment of Terminal Conditions.
Induction-Coil and Condenser.

One of the side-matters left over for separate examination when
giving the main investigation of Parts I. to IV. was the manner of
treatment of terminal conditions when normal solutions are in question,
especially with reference to the finding of the terms in the complete
solution arising from an arbitrary initial state which are due to the
terminal apparatus, concerning which I remarked in Part III. that the
matter was best studied in the concrete application. There is also the
question of finding the nature of the terminal arbitraries from the mere
form of the terminal equation, without knowledge of the nature of the
arrangement in detail, except what can be derived from the terminal
equation.
Let, for example, in the figure, the thick line to the right be the
beginning of the telegraph-line, and what is to the left of it the terminal
apparatus, consisting of an induction-coil and a shunted condenser.
The line is joined through the primary of the induction-coil, of resistance
v to the condenser of permittance SQJ whose shunt has the con-

R

ductance /t0, and whose further side is connected to earth, as symbolised
by the arrow-head.* Let R% be the resistance of the secondary coil,
and L v L^
the inductances, self and mutual, of the primary and the
At the distant end of the line, where z = l, we may have
secondary.

M

r\AAA/\A

another arrangement of apparatus, also joined through to earth, though
The line and the two terminal arrangements
form the complete system, supposed to be independent of all other
this is not necessary.

systems.

Now

suppose there to be no impressed voltage in any part of the
its state at a given moment depends entirely upon its
initial state at the time of removal of the impressed voltage ; after
which, owing to the existence of resistance, it must subside to a state
of zero electric force and zero magnetic force everywhere (with some
system, so that

*
It is not altogether improbable that the arrangement shown in the figure,
with the receiving instrument placed in the secondary circuit, would be of advanA preliminary examination of the form of the arrival-curve when this
tage.
=0, yields a
arrangement is used for receiving at the end of a long cable, with
favourable result. But the examination did not wholly include the influence of
the resistances on the form of the curve.

K
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exceptional cases in which there is ultimately electric force, though not
magnetic force), the manner of the subsidence to the final state
depending upon the connexions of the system. The course of events
at any place depends upon the initial state of every part, including the
terminal apparatus, which may be arbitrary, since any values may be
given to the electrical variables which serve to fully specify the amount

and distribution of the electric and magnetic energies.
Suppose that F", the transverse voltage, and U, the current in the
line, are sufficient to define its state,

i.e.

as electrical variables,

when

the nature of the line is given, and that u and w are the normal
functions of
and C in a normal system of subsidence. Then, at time

V

t,

we have

r=VAue*,

C=2Awe

pt
,

..................... (le)

wherein the p'& are known from the connexions of the whole system ;
each normal system having its own p, and also a constant A to fix its
The value of A is thus what depends upon the initial
magnitude.
state, and is to be found by an integration extending over every part
of the system.
In one case, viz., when the initial state is what could
be set up finally by any distribution of steadily acting impressed force,
we do not need to perform this complex integration, since we may
obtain what we want by solving the inverse problem of the setting up
of the final state due to the impressed force, as done by one method in
If also the initial state of the
Part III., and by another in Part IV.
apparatus be neutral, so that it is the state of the line only that
determines the subsequent state, we can pretty easily represent matters,
the value
viz., by giving to

A

W

U

V

and G in the line, whose perand
are the initial
wherein
mittance and inductance per unit length are S and L; so that the
numerator of
is the excess of the mutual electric over the mutual
magnetic energy of the initial and a normal state, whilst the
denominator A is twice the excess of the electric over the magnetic
energy of the normal state itself, which quantity may be either
expressed in the form of an integration extending over the whole
system, or, more simply, and without any of the labour this involves, in the form of a differentiation with respect to p of the determinantal equation. For instance, when we assume L = 0, and we make
the line-constants to be simply Pi and S, its resistance and permittance
per unit length (constants), as we may approximately do in the case of
a submarine cable that is worked sufficiently slowly to make the effects

A

of inertia insensible, in which case

-?-*
so that

we have

--*

we may take
-

cos
XI
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becomes

F and Y in the numerator depend
F in the denominator is defined by
l

determinantal

the

(2e)

PART

equation arising out of

upon

the terminal

conditions

F=Z C

2

at

Q

= 0,

V=Z

and

z

at

=

l

.....

....(7e)

We

have now to add on to
(See equations (177) to (180), Part IV.)
the numerator of
the terms corresponding to the initial state of the
As the process is the
terminal apparatus, when it is not neutral.

A

at both ends of the line, -we may confine ourselves to the 2 =
First we require the form of Qt the
apparatus, according to the figure.
It
negative of the generalized resistance of the terminal apparatus.

same

Z

consists of three parts, one due to the condenser, a second to the
coil, and a third to the presence of the secondary ; thus,

primary

-Z^(K

Q

+ S p)^ + (R l +L
()

1

p)-MY(R + L p)-\
2

2

......... (Se)

showing the three parts in the order stated. Now as shown in Part
III., dZQ /dp expresses twice the excess of the electric over the magnetic
energy in a normal system (when jp becomes a constant), per unit squareof-current.
Performing the differentiation, we have

o_

o

/O.A

r
l

dp'

(ffo

Here we may

at once recognise that the first term represents twice the
energy of the condenser per unit square-of-current, that the
second term is the negative of twice the magnetic energy of the
electric

unit primary current, and that the fourth is similarly the negative of
twice the magnetic energy of the secondary current per unit primary
current; whilst the third, which at first sight appears anomalous, is
the negative of twice the mutual magnetic energy of the unit primary
and corresponding secondary current.
Thus, if w be the normal
current-function, that is, by (4e), WQ
(m/R) cos 6, we have
...............

<">

as the expressions for the normal voltage of the condenser, for the
Cv and
Q
primary current, and for the secondary current. If then

V

,

C2

are the initial quite arbitrary values of the voltage of the condenser,
and of the primary and secondary currents, their expansions must be

C
-^Aw
fci-M*

-

2-

y-o

(\\ e \
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Also, the excess of the mutual electric over the mutual magnetic energy
of the initial state
Cv (72 and the normal state represented by

F

(We)

,

,

is

is what must be added to the numerator in
(5e) to obtain the
complete value of A, if we also add the corresponding expression l
for the apparatus at the other end, if it be not initially neutral.
Using
this value of A in (\e) and in (lie) with the time-factor e** attached,
and in the corresponding expansions for the other end, we thus express
the state of the whole system at any time.
Since, initially, V is U, and independent of the state of the terminal

and this

Y

apparatus,

the parts of
that,

by

follows that in the expansion

it

A

depending on the apparatus contribute nothing
and (12e), we have the identities

(5e)

for all the values of z

from

to

to U, so

I.

observed in the above that the use of (9e) was
quite unnecessary, owing to the forms of the normal functions in (100)
being independently obtainable from our h-priori knowledge of the
terminal apparatus in detail, from which knowledge the form of ZQ in
so that, without using (9e), we could form (lie) and
(Se) was deduced
I have, however, introduced (9e) in order to illustrate how we
(12e).
can find the complete solution, without knowing the detailed terminal
We must either decompose
connexions, from a given form of Z.
dZ /dp into the sum of squares of admissible functions of p, multiplied
It

may have been

;

by

constants, say,

etc., are the constants, and /], /2 ... the functions of p-y
or else into the form of the sum of squares and products, thus

where a v a2

When

this

and that

,

is

,

done,

we know

F^VAfw,
r = wo{
o

that the terminal arbitraries are

F = ?Af w
2

fl

2

F3 = ?AfBw

i^i/i + ^2/2 + ^3/8+

}

,

...(16*)
(

17e )

in the case (I4e) of sums of squares, wherein the F's may have any
values, assuming that we have satisfied ourselves that they are all
independent ; with the identities

= 2X/>,

= 2,</>,

etc

(ISe)

Thus, in the case (9e), the first, second, and fourth terms are of the
are
proper form for reduction to (14e), but the third is not.

We
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certain, therefore, that there cannot be more than three arbitraries, if
there be so many.
Now, if we do not recognise the connection between

the third term and those which precede and follow it (as may easily
happen in some other case), we should rearrange the terms to bring it
to the form (14e); for instance, thus
:

,

,

lg

which

is

what we

require.

We may

then take

Further, we can certainly conclude, provided a x is positive, and a 2 and
fl
are negative, that the first term on the right of (19e) stands for
3
electric (or potential) energy, and the remainder for magnetic
(or
It is clear that we may assume any form of Z that we please
kinetic).
of an admissible kind (e.g., there must be no such thing as|>*), find the
arbitraries, and fully solve the problem that our data represent, whether
it be or be not capable of a real physical interpretation on electrical
I have pursued this subject in some detail for the sake of
principles.
verifications ; it is an enormous and endless subject, admitting of infinite development.
Owing, however, to the abstractly mathematical
nature of the investigations to say nothing of the length to which

they expand, although when carried on upon electrical principles they
I merely propose to
are much simplified, and made to have meaning
give later one or two examples in which circular functions of p are
taken to represent Z.

Although, however, the state of the line at any moment is fully
determinable for any form of the terminal Z's, when they alone are
given, from the initial state of the line, provided the initial values of
the terminal arbitraries be taken to be zero, and although it is similarly
determinable when particular values are given to the arbitraries, whose
later values also are determinable by affixing the time-factor, it does
not appear that this determinateness of the later values of the terminal
arbitraries is always of a complete character, when the sole data relating
of Z and their initial values.
For it is possible
arrangement to have a certain portion conjugate with
respect to the line and although the state of the line will not be
affected by initial energy in that portion, yet it will influence the later
This might wholly escape
values of the other terminal arbitraries.
notice in an investigation founded upon a given form of Z with undetailed connections, owing to the disappearance from Z of terms
depending upon the conjugate portion. In such a case the reduced
form of Z cannot give us the least information concerning the influence
It is as if it were non-existent.
of the portion conjugate to the line.
If, however, Z be made more general, so as to contain terms depending
upon the conjugate portion, although they be capable of immediate
elimination from Z, it would seem that the indeterminateness must be
removed.

to

them are the form

for a terminal

;
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Some Notes on Part IV. Looped Metallic Circuits. Interferences due
Inequalities, and consequent Limitations of Application.

to

scarcely necessary to remark that, in the investigation of Parts
the choice of a round wire or tube surrounded by a coaxial
tube for return-conductor was practically necessitated in order to allow
of the use of the well-known J and JL functions and their complements,
It

I.

is

and

II. ,

it was not merely the total current in the wire with which we
were concerned, but also with its distribution. Next, in order that it
should be a question of self-induction, and not one of mutual induction
also, with fearful complications, it was necessary to impose the condition that the wire, tubular dielectric, and outer tube should be a

because

self-contained system, making the magnetic force zero at the outer
It is true that no external inductive effect is observable
when the double-tube circuit is of moderate length. But electrostatic

boundary.

induction is cumulative ; and it is certain that, by sufficiently lengthening the double tube, we should ultimately obtain observable inductive
interferences.
Our investigation, then, only applies strictly when the
double tube is surrounded on all sides, to an infinite distance, by a

medium

of infinite elastivity and resistivity.

(Maxwell termed

make

4?r/c,

when

c is

the dielectric constant, the electric

first, to have one word for two ;
next, to avoid confusion with mechanical elasticity; and, thirdly, to
harmonise with the nomenclature I have used for some time past.

elasticity.

Thus

I

this the elastivity

:

:

Flux.

Force.

Conduction-Current
Induction

.

.

Displacement

The

.

.

.

Resistivity.

Resistance.
Electric.

Conductivity. Conductance.
Inductance.
Inductivity.
Elastivity.

Elastance.

Permittivity.

Permittance.

elastance of a condenser

is

Magnetic.
Electric.

the reciprocal of

its

permittance, and

elastivity is the elastance of unit volume, as resistivity is the resistance

of unit volume, and conductivity the conductance of unit volume.
As for "permittivity" and "permittance," there are not wanting
"
"
reasons for their use instead of
specific inductive capacity
(electric),
"
and electrostatic capacity." The word capacity alone is too general ;
it

must be capacity

essential part of

It is an
for something, as electrostatic capacity.
scheme to always use single and unmistakable

my

words, because people will abbreviate.
Again, capacity is an unadaptable word, and is altogether out of harmony with the rest of the
scheme. Now the flux concerned is the electric displacement, involving
elastic resistance to yielding from one point of view, and a capacity for
permitting the yielding from the inverse ; hence elastance and permitThere
tance, the latter being the electrostatic capacity of a condenser.
are now only two gaps left, viz. for the reciprocals of inductivity and
"
" Resistance to lines of force " and "
inductance.
magnetic resistance
will obviously

not do for permanent use.)
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If this restriction be removed, we have self- and mutual-induction
concerned, and interferences ; or, even if there be no external conductors, we have still the electric current of elastic displacement, and
with it electric and magnetic energy outside the double tube. But,
ignoring these, we have the following striking peculiarities
Putting
on one side the question of the propagation of disturbances into the
conductors, which is so interesting a one in itself, we find that the
the resistance, permittance,
electrical constants are three in number
and inductance of the double-tube per unit of its length ; whilst the
the current in each conductor, and the
electrical variables are two
The effective resistance per unit length is the sum
transverse voltage.
of their resistances, which may be divided between the two conductors
the permittance is that of the dielectric between them ;
in any ratio
and the inductance is the sum of that of the dielectric, inner, and outer
Another remarkable peculiarity is, that equal impressed
conductors.
forces, similarly directed in the two conductors at corresponding places,
can do nothing; from which it follows that the effective impressed
force may, like the effective resistance, be divided between the conductors in any proportion we please.
In Part IV., having in view the rapidly extending use of metallic
circuits of double wires looped, excluding the earth, consequent upon
the development of telephonic communication in a manner to eliminate
inductive interferences, I extended the above-described method to a
So far as propagalooped circuit consisting of a pair of parallel wires.
tion into the wires is concerned, it is merely necessary that they should
not be too close to one another, to allow of the application of the JQ and
Now suspended wires are usually of
/! functions to them separately.
On
iron, and are not set too close, so that the application is justified.
the other hand, buried twin wires, though very near one another, are
of copper, and also considerably smaller than the iron suspended wires;
so that the diffusion-effect, though not so well representable \>y the
:

;

above-named functions, is made insignificant. Dismissing, as before,
this question of inward propagation, we have, just as in the tubular
case, two electrical variables and three constants, viz. the transverse
voltage, the current in each wire, and the effective resistance, permittance, and inductance.
First of all, let the wires be alone in an infinite dielectric.
Then we

have similar results to those concerning the double-tube. The effective
resistance, which is the sum of the resistances of the wires, may be
divided between them in any proportions ; and so may be the effective
impressed voltage. The effective permittance is that of the condenser
consisting of the dielectric bounded by the two wires, the surface of one
being the positive, and that of the other the negative coating. Or, in
another form, the effective permittance is the reciprocal of the elastance
from one wire to the other. In the standard medium, this elastance is,
in electrostatic units, the same as the inductance of the dielectric in
Thus,
electromagnetic units.
-,

(If)
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radii of the wires, and r 12 their distance apart
?\ and r2 be the
(between axes), and ^ the inductivity of the dielectric. And

if

Their product, when in the same units, is v~ 2 the reciprocal of the
The
square of the speed of undissipated waves through the dielectric.
two variables, transverse voltage and current, fully define the state of
the wires, except as regards the diffusion-effect in them, of course, and
an effect due to outward propagation into the unbounded dielectric from
the seat of impressed force, which is made insignificant by the limitation
of the magnetic field (in sensible intensity) due to the nearness of the
To LQ has to be added a variable
wires as compared with their length.
quantity, whose greatest value is J/^ + |/x 2 if /^ and /x 2 are the inductivities of the wires, to obtain the complete inductance per unit length.
So far, then, there is a perfect correspondence between the doubletube and the double-wire problem. But when we proceed to make
allowance for the presence of neighbouring conductors, as, for instance,
the earth, although there is a formal resemblance between the results in
the two cases, when proper values are given to the constants concerned,
yet the fact that in one case the outer conductor encloses the inner,
whilst in the other this is not so, causes practical differences to exist.
For example, there are two constants of permittance concerned in the
coaxial tube case, that of the dielectric between them, and that of the
But in the case of looped wires there
dielectric outside the outer tube.
are three, which may be chosen to be the permittance of each wire with
respect to earth including the other wire, and a coefficient of mutual
There are, similarly, three constants of inductance, and
permittance.
two of resistance, and at least two of leakage, viz. from each wire to
This is when the
earth, with a possible third direct from wire to wire.
wires are treated in a quite general manner, and arbitrarily operated
upon ; so that there must be four electrical variables, viz., two currents
,

,

I have somewhat developed
"
Induction between Parallel Wires
vol. I.]; and as regards the values of the constants of capacity
[p. 116,
" On the Electrostatic
concerned, in my paper
Capacity of Suspended
As may be expected, the solutions tend to
vol.
Wires" [p. 42,
I.].
become very complex, except in certain simple cases. If, then, we can
abolish this complexity, and treat the double wire as if it were a single

and two

this

potential-differences or voltages.

matter in

my

paper

"

On

one, having special electrical constants, we make a very important
improvement. I have at present to point out certain peculiarities
connected with the looped-wire problem in addition to those described
in Part IV., and to make the necessary limitations of application of the
method and the results which are required by the presence of the earth.
First of all, even though the wires be not connected to earth, if they
be charged and currented in the most arbitrary manner possible, we
must employ the four electrical variables and the ten or eleven electrical
On the other hand, going back to the
constants as above mentioned.
looped wires far removed from other conductors, there are but two
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and four constants (counting one for leakage). Now
bring these parallel wires to a distance above the earth which is a large
The constant S of permittance is a
multiple of their distance apart.
little increased.
The method of images gives

electrical variables

where

r lt r.2 are the radii of the wires, r 12 their distance apart, s v s 2 their
distances from their images, and s 12 the distance from either to the
image of the other; but, owing to s^/s^ being nearly unity, the permittance S does not sensibly differ from the value in an infinite
dielectric, or the earth has scarcely anything to do with the matter.*
If, however, the wires be brought close to the earth, the increase of
permittance will become considerable ; this is also the case when the

wires are buried.
The extreme is reached when each wire is surrounded
dielectric to a certain distance, and the space between and surrounding the two dielectrics is wholly filled up with well-conducting matter.
Then the permittance S becomes the reciprocal of the sum of the
elastances of the two wires with respect to the enveloping conductive
matter; in another form, the effective elastance is the sum of the
elastances of the two dielectrics.
Returning to the suspended wires, if
the earth were infinitely conducting, the effective inductance would be
the reciprocal of S in (3/) with //, written for c, in electromagnetic units,
with ^(/Xj + /x 2 ) added ; whilst, allowing for the full extension of the
magnetic field into the earth, we should have the formula (I/), giving a
The effective resistance is of course the sum of
slightly greater value.
the resistances, and the effective leakage-resistance would be the sum of
the leakage-resistances of the two wires with respect to earth, if that were
the only way of getting leakage between the wires, but it must be
modified in its measure by leakage being mostly from wire to wire over
the insulators, arms, and only a part of the poles.
But if there be any inequalities between the wires, differential effects
will result, due to the presence of the earth, in spite of its little influence
on the value of the effective permittance ; whereby the current in one
wire is made not of the same strength as in the other, and the
The
charge on one wire not the negative of that on the other.
propagation of signals from end to end of the looped-circuit will not
then take place exactly in the same manner as in a single wire. To
allow for this, we may either bring in the full, comprehensive system of
electrical constants and variables; or, perhaps better, exhibit the
differential effects separately by taking for variables the sum of the

by

*

On

the other hand, Mr.

W. H.

Preece, F.R.S., assures us that the capacity

is

half that of either wire (Proc. Roy. Soc. March 3, 1887, and Journal S. T. E. and
This is simple, but inaccurate. It is, however,
E., Jan. 27 and Febr. 10, 1887).
he does not fairly
a mere trifle in comparison with Mr. Preece's other errors
appreciate the theory of the transmission of signals, even keeping to the quite
or what
special case of a long and slowly worked submarine cable, whose theory,
he imagines it to be, he applies, in the most confident manner possible, universally.
There is hardly any resemblance between the manner of transmission of currents
of great frequency and slow signals.
[See also p. 160, vol. n.]
;

H.K.P.

VOL. n.
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potentials of the wires (taking earth at zero potential) and half the
difference of the strength of current in them, in addition to the difference of potential of the wires and half the sum of the current-strengths,
which last are the sole variables when the wires are in an infinite
dielectric, or else are quite equal.
By adopting the latter course our
solutions will consist of two parts, one expressing very nearly the same
results as if the differential effects did not exist, the other the differ-

by themselves.
Another result of inequalities is to produce inductive interferences
from parallel wires which would not exist were the wires equal. As
an example, let an iron and a parallel copper wire be looped, and telephones be placed at the ends of the circuit. Even if the wires be well
twisted, there is current in the telephones caused by rapid reversals in
a parallel wire whose circuit is completed through the earth. Again, if
two precisely equal wires be twisted, and telephones placed at the ends
ential effects

as before, the insertion of a resistance into either wire intermediately
will upset the induction-balance and cause current in the terminal tele-

phones when exposed

from a

This interequal resistance in the
working of telephone
apparatus, we not only
intermediate apparatus,
thus greatly shortening the length of line that can be worked through,
but we produce inductive interferences from parallel wires, unless the
intermediate apparatus be double, one part being in circuit with one
In
wire, the other part (quite similar) in circuit with the other.
mentioning my brother's system of bridge-working of telephones (in
Part V.), whereby the intermediate impedance is wholly removed, I
mentioned, without explanation, the cancelling of inductive interferThe present and preceding paragraphs supply the needed
ences.
The intermediate apparatus, being in
explanation of that remark.
bridges across from one wire to the other, do not in the least disturb
the induction-balance, so that transmission of speech is not interfered
with by foreign sounds.
But theory goes much further than the above in predicting interFor instance, if
ferences than practice up to the present time verifies.
two perfectly equal wires be suspended at the same height above the
ground and be looped at the ends, terminal telephones will not be
interfered with by variations of current in a parallel wire equidistant
from both wires of the loop-circuit, having its own circuit completed
through the earth. But if the loop-circuit be in a vertical plane, so
that one wire is at a greater height above the ground than the other,
there must be terminal disturbance produced, even when the disturbing
wire is equidistant.
Similarly in the many other cases of inequality
that can be mentioned.
The two matters, preservation of the induction-balance, and transmission of signals in the same manner as on a single wire, are intimately
The limitations
If we have one, we also have the other.
connected.
of application of the method of Part IY. may be summed up in saying
to interference

parallel wire.

removed by the insertion of an
In the
companion-wire at the same place.
metallic circuits with intermediate stations and
introduce great impedance by the insertion of the
ference can be
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that the loop-circuit must either be far removed from all conductors, in
which case equivalence of the wires is quite needless ; or else they must
be equal in their electrical constants. In the latter case the effective
resistance
is the double of that of either wire, and the effective
permittance, inductance, and leakage are to be measured as before
described, whilst the variables are the transverse voltage from wire to
wire and the current in each.
But the four electrical constants may
And the impressed
vary in any (not too rapid) manner along the line.
force (in the investigations of Part IV.) may also be an arbitrary function of the distance, provided it be put, half in one wire, half in the
For, although equal, similarly
other, oppositely directed in space.
directed impressed forces will cause no terminal disturbance (and none
anywhere if other conductors be sufficiently distant), yet disturbances
at intermediate parts of the line will result.
It is true that the most
practical case of impressed voltage is when it is situated at one end
only of the circuit, when it is of course equally in both wires, or not in
them at all ; but there is such a great gain in the theoretical treatment
of these problems by generalising, that it is worth while to point out
the above restriction.
Besides this case of equality of wires, which is precisely the one that
obtains in practice, there are other cases in which, by proper proportioning of the electrical constants of the two looped wires, the inductionbalance is preserved ; and, simultaneously, we obtain transmission of
signals as on a single wire.
[But this is not an invariable rule.] Their
investigation is a matter of scientific interest, though scarcely of prac-

R

tical

importance.

have yet to add investigations by* the method of waves (mentioned
in Part IV.), by which I have reached interesting results in a simple
manner.
I

PART

VIII.

The Transmission of Electromagnetic Waves along Wires without Distortion.

One

feature of solutions of physical problems by expansions in
normal solutions is the very artificial nature of the
If it be a case of subsidence towards a state of equilibrium,
process.
then, if a sufficient time has elapsed since the commencement of the
subsidence to allow the great mass of (singly) insignificant systems to
nearly vanish, leaving only two or three important systems, which may
be readily examined or merely one, the most important then the
It is the early stage of the subsidence
process is natural enough.
that is so artificially represented, when the resultant of a very large
number of normal solutions must be found before we come to what we
want.
Sometimes, too, the full investigation of the normal systems in
detail is prevented by mathematical difficulties connected with the
This goes very far to neutralise the
roots of transcendental equations.
advantage presented by the ease with which solutions in terms of
infinite series of

normal functions

may

be obtained.
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In some respects these difficulties are evaded by the consideration of
The method is very
the solution due to a sinusoidal impressed force.
powerful ; and, by considering the nature of the results through a
sufficiently wide range of frequencies, we may indirectly gain, with
comparatively little trouble, knowledge that is unattainable by the
method of normal systems.
But the real desideratum, which, if it can be reached, is of paramount
importance, is to get solutions which can be understood and appreciated
at first sight, and followed into detail with ease, presenting to us, as
nearly as possible, the effects as they really occur in the physical
problem, disconnected from the often unavoidable complications due to
To illustrate this, it is sufficient
the form of mathematical expression.
to refer to the elementary theory of the transmission of waves without
dissipation along a stretched flexible cord. If we employ Fourier-series,
we are doing mathematical exercises. But only use the other method,
in which arbitrary disturbances are transferred bodily in either direction
,,
at constant speed, e.g.,
_

^

u=

and we get

rid of the mathematical complications, and can interpret
for instance,
results as we see their physical representatives in reality
when we agitate one end of a long cord.
there is one case, and, so far as I know at present, only one, in

Now

the many-sided question of the transmission of electromagnetic disturbances along wires, which admits of this simple and straightforward
method of treatment. Singularly enough, it is not by the simplifying
process of equating to zero certain constants, and so ignoring certain
effects, that we reach this unique state of things, but rather the other
way, generalising to some extent. It is usual to ignore the leakage of
conductors, sometimes also the inductance, and sometimes the permittance. But we must take all the four properties into account which
are symbolised by resistance, leakage-conductance, inductance, and permittance, to reach the much-desired result.
Briefly stated, the effects
are these, roughly speaking.
If there be only resistance and permittance, there is, when disturbances of an irregular character are sent
along a long circuit, both very great attenuation and very great disThe distortion at the end of an Atlantic cable is
tortion produced.
enormous. Now if we introduce leakage, we shall lessen the distortion
On the
considerably, but at the same time increase the attenuation.
other hand, if we introduce inductance (instead of leakage) we shall
lessen the attenuation as well as the distortion.
And, finally, if we
have both leakage and inductance, in addition to resistance and permittance, we may so adjust matters, by the effects of inductance and of
leakage being opposite as regards distortion, as to annihilate the distortion altogether, leaving only attenuation.
The solutions can now be
followed into detail in various cases without any laborious and roundabout calculations. Besides this, they cast much light upon the more
difficult problems which occur when not so many physical actions are
in question.

In

my usual notation,

let E, L, S,

and

K be the resistance, inductance,
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permittance, and leakage-conductance of a circuit, per unit length, all
and C be
to be treated, in the present theory, as constants ; and let
The fundamental
the transverse voltage and the current at distance z.
equations are

V

............. (Ig)

Here C is related to the space-variation of Vir\
standing for d/dt.
This
the same formal manner as is
to the space-variation of C.
property allows us to translate solutions in an obvious manner, and
Let
gives rise to the distortionless state of things.

p

V

LStf

The equation

of

= l,

E/L = K/S=q ................ (20

and

Fis then

and the complete solution consists of waves travelling at speed v with
attenuation but without distortion.
Thus, if the wave be positive, or
travel in the direction of increasing z, we shall have, iff^z) be the state
of
initially,

V

(5g)

If

Vy C2 be a negative wave,

travelling the other way,

(70

V

and of
Thus, any
being the sum of V^ and V^ to make
Cl and (?2 to make (7, the decomposition of an arbitrarily given initial
and C into the waves is effected by
state of
initial state

t

V

V^\(V-LvV) ................ (80

r^Mr+LvC),

We

have now merely to move V^ bodily to the right at speed v, and F"2
them to the extent e~ gt to
bodily to the left at speed 0, and attenuate
obtain the state at time t later, provided no changes of conditions have
The solution is therefore true for all future time in an
occurred.
But when the end of a circuit is reached,
infinitely long circuit.
a reflected wave usually results, which must be added on to obtain the
,

real result.

In any portion of a solitary wave, positive or negative, the
and magnetic energies are equal, thus

electric

|iC? = JffF? ............................... (90

The

dissipation of energy

is

half in the wires

and half without, thus

(100
a positive and a negative wave coexist, and energies are added,
Thus the total energy is always
cross-products disappear.

When

or

L(C! + CS);

...............

(110
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the total dissipativity

is

always
,

and the

or

total energy-flux is always

The relation V^LvC^ is equivalent to C1 = SvFl i.e., a charge SF
moving at speed v is the equivalent of a current C of strength equal to
But it is practically best to employ Lv the ratio of the
their product.
;

t

V to

C

being then at once expressible or measurable in
ohms. For v is 30 ohms, and L is a convenient numeric, say from 2 up
Z = 20 is a convenient rough
to 100, according to circumstances.
measure in the case of a pair of suspended copper wires. This makes
It must not be confounded with
our critical impedance 600 ohms.
The electric and
resistance, of course, though measurable in ohms.
magnetic forces are perpendicular. It is the total flux of energy which
is expressed by the product VG, not the dissipativity.
Regarding v, its possible greatest value is the speed of light in wcuo.
AY lien there is distortion also, making the apparent speed variable, it
does not appear that under any circumstances the speed can exceed v.
Now the classical experiments of Wheatstone indicated a speed half as
Would it not be of scientific interest to
great again as that of light.

force

the flux

have these important experiments carefully repeated, on a straight
circuit (as well as of other forms), to ascertain whether, on the straight
circuit, the speed is not always less than, rather than greater than, that
of light, and whether there was any difference made by curving the
circuit

]

The following remark may be
magnetism by the German methods,

useful.

In treatises on electro-

a current-element and

its properties
It is, howof attraction, repulsion, etc., occupy an important place.
ever, quite an abstraction, and devoid of physical significance when by
But the current-element in our theory above, ssLy.V=V1 conitself.
stant through unit distance,
V^Lv through the same unit distance,
F'and C zero everywhere else, is a physical reality (with limitations to
be mentioned). It is a complete electromagnetic system of itself, with
the electric currents closed. To fix ideas most simply, the two conductors may be a wire with an enveloping tube separated by a dielectric,
and by our current-element we imply a definite electric field, magnetic
field, and dissipation of energy, which can exist apart from all other
It is only an abstraction in this quite different
current-elements.
sense, that we could not really terminate the element quite suddenly,
and that in the process of travelling it must be distorted from causes
not considered in our fundamental equations, one cause being the
diffusion of current in the conductors in time, which alone serves
to prevent the propagation of an abrupt wave-front, either in our
Even
distortionless system, or when there is marked distortion.
assuming that Maxwell's representation of the electromagnetic field is
not correct, there seems to me to be very marked advantage in assum-

C=

ing its correctness, even as a working hypothesis, from its exceeding
physical explicitness in dynamical interpretation, without specifying a
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1

mechanism to correspond. AVe have also the inimitable advantage of abolishing once for all the speculations about unclosed currents,
and the insoluble problems they present. In Maxwell's scheme currents
special

always close themselves, and cannot help it.
It will be seen that our waves, in the above, do not in any way differ
from plane waves of light (in Maxwell's theory), save in being attenuated
dissipation of energy in the dielectric (when it is a tubular conducting
bounded by a pair of conductors that is in question), and also
in the bounding conductors, and in being practically of quite a different
order of wave-length.
The lines of energy-flux are parallel to the wires,
(a wave simply carries its energy with it, less the amount dissipated) ;

by

dielectric

these are also the lines of pressure, for the electrostatic attraction equals
and cancels the electromagnetic repulsion. The variation of the pressure constitutes a mechanical force, half derived from the electromagnetic force, half from the magneto-electric force. Here, however,
I am bound to say I cannot follow readily.
If this mechanical force
exist, there must be corresponding acceleration of momentum ; if it do
not exist, or be balanced, the stress supposed is not the real stress,
though it may be a part of it. Again, if it be the real stress, and there
be the corresponding acceleration of momentum, this is equivalent to

introducing an impressed force (mechanical), and it must be allowed for.
The matter is difficult all round. Yet Maxwell's stresses, assumed to
exist in the fluid dielectric between conductors, account perfectly for
the forces between them, when the electric and magnetic fields are
But when they vary, then the region of mechanical force
stationary.
due to stress-variation extends into the dielectric medium. As for
Maxwell's stress in a magnetised medium, there are so many different
arrangements of stress that will serve equally well, that I cannot have
any faith whatever in the special form given by Maxwell
It is also well to remember that we are not exactly representing
Maxwell's scheme, but a working simplification thereof. The lines of
energy-transfer are not quite parallel to the conductors, but converge
upon them at a very acute angle on both sides of the dielectric. Only
by having conductors to bound it of infinite conductivity can we make
Then they will be greatly distorted, unless we at
truly plane waves.
the same time remove the leakage by making the dielectric a nonconductor instead of a feeble conductor ; when we have undissipated
waves without attentuation or distortion.
itself, and
and Absorption.

Properties of the Distortionless Circuit
Reflection

Effect of

Terminal

A

Now to mention some properties of the distortionless circuit.
pair
of equal disturbances, travelling opposite ways, on coincidence, double V
and cancel C. But if the electrifications be opposite, /^is annulled and
C doubled on coincidence.
On arrival of a disturbance at the end of a circuit, what happens
depends upon the connections there. One case is uniquely simple.
Let there be a resistance inserted of amount Lv. It introduces the
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V=LvC

the positive end of the circuit, and
end A, or beginning. These are the
it
characteristics of a positive and of a negative wave respectively
follows that any disturbance arriving at the resistance is at once
absorbed.
Thus, if the circuit be given in any state whatever, without
impressed force, it is wholly cleared of electrification and current in the

condition

V

- LvC

if

if

at say B,

at the negative

;

if I be the length of the circuit, by the complete
l/v at the most,
absorption of the two waves into which the initial state may be

time

decomposed.

But let the resistance be of amount 7^ at say B and let V-^ and V2
be corresponding elements in the incident and reflected wave. Since
we have
;

we have the

reflected

wave given by
T<
(15?)

M

be greater than the critical resistance of complete absorption, the
is negatived by reflection, whilst the electrification does not
change sign. If it be less, the electrification is negatived, whilst the
current does not reverse.
If

l

current

Two

cases are specially notable.
If 7^

no absorption of energy.
reflected

But

if

wave

R = oo
l

V

is a perverted and
representing insulation,

of
,

are those in which there is
a short-circuit, the
inverted copy of the incident.

They

= 0, meaning
it

is

C

that

is

inverted and

perverted.

After reflection, of course, we have the original wave travelling to
the absorber or absorbing reflector, or pure reflector, and the reflected
wave coming from it. Let p be the coefficient of attenuation at A,
and p : at B, these being the values of the ratio of the reflected to the
incident waves at
and at B, which may be + or - due to terminal
resistances (without self-induction or other cause to produce a modified
and let p be the
reflected wave ; some of these will come later)
attenuation from end to end of the circuit (A to B or B to A), viz.,

A

,

:

positive disturbance F starting from A becomes
on reaching B; becomes p^V^ by reflection at B;
travels to A, when it becomes pVi^oJ * s reflected, becoming p^p-j^V^}
and so on, over and over again, until it becomes infinitesimal, by the
continuous dissipation of energy in the circuit, and the periodic losses
on reflection. But if the circuit have no resistance and no leakage,
and the terminal resistances be either zero or infinity, there is no
subsidence, and the to-aud-fro passages with the reversals at A and

Then an elementary
attenuated to

B

pVQ

continue for ever.

If an impressed force e be inserted anywhere, say at distance zv it
causes a difference of potential of amount e there, which travels both
ways ( + \e, to the right, and - \e to the left) at speed v, with the
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That is, taking for simplicity
proper attenuation as the waves progress.
the zero of z at the seat of impressed force, we set up a positive wave

F1=
V=

and a negative wave

J"-^',
-

2

\e

c

(170)

+ *ZILv

(1&7)

;

these being true when z is less than vt in the first, and - z is less than
vt in the second.
On arrival at and B these waves are reflected in
the manner before described.
It will be understood that the original
waves still keep pouring in, so long as e is kept on. By successive
attenuations we at length arrive at a steady state, which is that calculable by Ohm's law, allowing for leakage.
If the impressed force be at A, and the circuit be short-circuited
- 1, the two initial waves are converted into one,
there, making /o =

A

thus,

_a

ri-etf-fo/Lv
77"

/I
(

,

Q~\
iy
#7

true when z is not greater than vt.
On arrival at B, if the resistance
there be Lv, nothing more happens, i.e., (190) is the complete solution.
This is something quite unique in its way.
If e at
vary in any
manner with the time, the current at B varies in the same manner at
a time l/v later.
Thus, if e=f(t), the current at B is

A

But

if

we

short-circuit at B,

F=
2

beginning at time
positive

l/v

we superimpose

-ep.-

R(l

first

= -ep^.^ILv

and travelling towards

A

;

a negative

wave
(210)

,

then at time 2l/v add a

wave

F =V.
3

-^>,

(220)

:

settling down to the steady state.
Fourier-series solution in this case (got by the

and so on, ad

The

- t)ILv

Part IV.)

inf.,

method of

is
Rz

Rz

"

p- p~ l

T^

V

J

2

q

+ vV

This includes the whole process of setting up the final state, but
requires laborious examination to extract its real meaning, which we
have already described, (m goes from TT, 27r, STT, ... up to <x> .) When
the summation vanishes, we have left the term independent of t, of
which the positive part is the sum of the positive waves Fj, Fg, etc..
and the negative is the sum of the negative waves F" etc., above
,

,

((190), (210,

(220>

The uniquely simple case of complete absorption at B of the first
wave is much more troublesome by Fourier-series than is the really
more complex (230) case. In some other cases in which we can by the
method of waves solve completely, and in a rational manner, the
Fourier-series are difficult to interpret.
Let us construct the complete solution

when

the terminal resistances
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have any values
First of all

p.

by (150) we know p and p lt and by (160) we express
the positive wave

;

we have

^ = ^(1-^)6-^,
true

when

z is not greater than

remains on.

............................

When = l/v
t

it is

(240)

complete, and

Then begins

when

travelling towards A,

wave then begins
which reaches
then starts

vt.

complete and remains on.

it is

The

third

:

B

at time

t

= 3//0, and

remains on.

The fourth wave

:

A

at time il/v ; and so on.
We thus follow the whole history
reaching
of the establishment of the final state.
The resultant positive wave is
the sum of V-^ V^ ... and the resultant negative wave the sum of V^
V^ ... which are in geometrical progression so that finally we have
,

;

,

In the positive component-waves the current is got by dividing V by
and in the negative waves by - Lv, so that we get the resultant
final current by dividing Fin (280) by Lv and changing the sign of the
second term, Expressing the negative waves of V.
Should L and S have their values changed in any way, the final state
(280) will be unaltered, but the manner in which it is established will
not be the same, of course. We can, however, form a very fair idea of
the process from the above, when RjL is not greatly different from K/S,
especially if the circuit be sufficiently short to make the attenuation
p be not great.
Lv,

The case of no resistance is peculiar. There is no steady state if
there be no resistance to make the to-and-fro waves (which may be
regarded as a single wave overlapping itself) attenuate. Thus, if there
= 0,
and B, and also
be short-circuits at
0, the first wave due
is
to e at z =

A

^=
Then, when

this

R

from

2

=

to z

K=

= vt.

completed, we have to add on the
F"2 = - e
from z = I to z = 21 - vt,
is

reflected

wave

when B is reached, there is no electrification left. This is a
the state of electrification repeats itself in the same way.
and
period,
But the current doubles itself the moment the first wave reaches B, and
the region of doubled current then extends itself to A, where it is at
once increased to a trebled value and so on, ad inf., every reflection
adding e/Lv to the current. Thus the current in time mounts up
infinitely, though never becoming permanently steady at any spot.
The least resistance anywhere inserted will cause a settling down to (or
mounting up to) a final steady current.
so that

;
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Inserted.

effect of an intermediately inserted
be a double wire, then, in accordance
with the Section on Interferences in Part VII., half the resistance
should be put in one wire, and half in the other, just opposite.)
Let a wave be going towards r, and let
v V^ and VB be corresponding elements in the incident, reflected, and transmitted waves.
As we have

Let us

resistance

(If the

r.

the

circuit

V

3,

V

and Fj and

z

are positive waves, whilst

V

2

is

a negative wave, there-

fore

rjr^l+r/ZLv)-*,

....................... (300)

^=^+^

and

(310) we see that an element of the original wave, on arriving at
the resistance, is divided into two parts, both of the same sign as regards
electrification, of which one goes forward, the other backward, increasing
The attenuation caused by the resistance
the electrification behind.
If there be n resistances r, such that nr = Rz,
is expressed by (300).
equidistantly arranged, the attenuation produced in the distance z will
be the n th power of the right member of (300), and in the limit, when
the resistances are packed infinitely closely, each being infinitely small,
the attenuation in distance z becomes

From

(320)

be observed, is when there is no leakage. R is the resistance per unit length, uniformly distributed.
Now consider the effect of a bridge of conductance k in the absence
We now have
of resistance in the wires, or of uniform leakage.
This,

it

will

t

v

+v=y
c\ + c2 =cl'+kr3

if

Fj,

i

,

,

r

F F
2,

elements.

be corresponding incident, reflected, and transmitted
3
Consequently
ra /r1 -(i+*/2,&)-i, ..................... (340)

C =

and

Observe the changes from voltage to
(300), (310).
It
current, inductance to permittance, and resistance to conductance.
is the current that now splits without loss, (like the charge before), so
that the reflected electrification is negative, if the incident be positive.
The attenuation in distance z due to uniformly distributed leakage-

Compare with

K per unit length

conductance

We may
main

therefore

from this opposite behaviour of a resistance
and of a bridge across it, that if r/L = k/S, there

infer

circuit,

is

in the
will

be
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no reflected wave. We must, however, see whether combining the
and bridge does not alter the nature of the result. When
the resistance r and the bridge of conductance k coexist at the same
spot, we shall have
resistance

F1+ r =(i+r/i.)r3
\
fi -r,-r,+ (F, + ?-,)*/,&,/
2

r-(*/&)(- +
T-r + ZLv +

whence

,

,

.

36

)

,
-

37( .x

(

So the

reflected

or by r/L = k/S
the attenuation

wave

when

r

is

annulled

and k are

when

infinitely small.

^^-(l+r/Z*)-!,
and, therefore,

When

this happens,

is

when

R

and

........................

(390

K are uniformly distributed,
We

have thus a complete electrical
the attenuation in distance z.
explanation of the distortionless system ; reflection due to conductance
in the dielectric itself is annulled by reflection due to the boundary
If there be no leakage, any travelling
resistance (of the wires).
isolated disturbance will cast a slender tail behind it, whose electrification is similarly signed to that of the nucleus, whilst the current in the
On the other hand, if there be leakage, but no
tail points to its tip.
resistance in the wires, the travelling disturbance will cast off a tail of
a different kind, viz., of the opposite electrification to the nucleus, and
And when the resistances in the
of the same current as in the nucleus.
wires and in the dielectric are properly balanced, the formation of tails
is

is

prevented altogether.

From this manner of viewing the matter we can get hints as to the
solution of other and more difficult partial differential equations than
the one we are concerned with.
Keeping to it, however, we may
somewhat generalise it by making the attenuation-rate a function of
the distance, and also the speed, but managing so that there shall be no
and
Thus, it is clear that if L and S be constant, whilst
tailing.
are functions of z such that their ratio is constant, the speed will be
constant, and there will be no tailing, whilst the attenuation in distance

R

z

K

ZQ will be

exp

~

Now if we make the speed also variable, we must inquire how to
prevent tailing due to what is equivalent to a change of medium, as
when light goes from air into glass perpendicularly. The condition
and /* 2 being
that there be no reflected ray is yu,^ = 2 v2 in that case,
the inductivities, and v^ and v2 the speeds. In our present case it is
Lft = L z v2 when the wires and the dielectric have no resistance and no
fj,

^
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L v vl being the values on one side, L2 v2
That is, the quantity Lv
those on the other side of the discontinuity.
must not vary with z, if there is to be no tailing.
should, however, make sure that this is the condition when we
in operation.
have simultaneously L, S, R, and
Let, then, r and k
be the resistance in the main circuit, and the conductance of a bridge
across it, at a place where the main circuit changes in inductance and
f
permittance from L, S to Z/, S the main circuit being supposed to
Let V^, V^ and F"3 be correhave itself no resistance or leakage.
sponding elements of an incident, reflected and transmitted wave.
We have, by common electrical principles, united with the properties
conductance respectively;

,

We

K

t

T-

LvC,

from which

There

is

no reflected wave when the numerator on the right of

20) vanishes, or

when
r

-,

k

.

Lv

rk

,

1

and then

Fg/Fi^O +r/W)- ......... ..................... (450)
= L'v we secure the desired result, because the product
So, if we take Lv
rk ultimately vanishes when we distribute resistance and conductance
That is to say, if Lv does not vary, and ft/L = K/S
continuously.
:

f

,

always, there will be no tailing, the speed will be a function of

z,

viz.

:

will be a function of z, as indicated by (400).
observe that our fundamental equations (1) may be
E/L = KjS,

and the attenuation-rate

To

verify,

written,

hence, if

if

Lv be

constant,

we have

which become identical if V= LvC, indicating a complete
when q and v are functions of z. Then

are the equations of positive or negative waves.

satisfaction
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Approximate Method of following

the

Growth of

Tails,

and

the

Transmission of Distorted Waves.

The substitution of isolated resistances and conducting bridges for
continuously distributed resistance and leakage leads to a very easy
way of following the course of events when there is distortion by
a want of the balance between the resistance in the main circuit and
the leakage which is required to wholly remove the distortion.
As
may be expected, the results are only rough approximations, but the
method is so easy to follow, and gives so much information of a rough
The subject is quite a large one
kind, that it is worthy of attention.
in itself, and would need a large number of diagrams to fully illustrate.
I shall therefore only briefly indicate the nature of the process.
Suppose there is no leakage whatever. Then, unless the resistance
in the main circuit be low, there will usually be much distortion due to
tailing, unless the waves be of great frequency, making E/Ln small.
The smaller this quantity is, by either reducing R, or increasing L or
the frequency, the nearer do we approximate to a state of little
distortion, and to attenuation represented by
-Xz/2Lv

In fact, in long-distance telephony we do not need
z.
any excessive leakage to bring about an approximation to the state of
things which prevails in our distortionless system (where, however,
disturbances of any kind, not merely waves of veiy great frequency, are
propagated without distortion), and the attenuation is of course less
than when there is leakage. As this, however, would require us to
examine the sinusoidal solutions of Parts II. and V., we may now keep
to the question of tailing and its approximate representation.
in the distance

Let it be required to find how a charge, initially given existent in a
small portion of the circuit, and at rest, divides, when left to itself.
know that if there were no resistance, it would immediately

We

separate into equal halves, which would travel with speed v in opposite
directions without attenuation or distortion.
And, if there be resistance, but accompanied by proper leakage to match, the same thing will
happen, with attenuation. Now there is to be no leakage this keeps
If then there were no tailing there would
the total charge unchanged.
be no attenuation. But the charges, on separation, cast out slepder
tails behind them, so that they are joined by a band (the two tails
superimposed). The heads, therefore, or nuclei, are attenuated, besides
being distorted; the loss of charge from them is to be found in the tails.
It is sufficient to consider the progress of one of the two halves of the
initial disturbance, say that which moves to the right, and the tail it
;

casts

behind

it.

Localise the resistance at points, between which there is no resistance, and let the attenuation in passing each resistance (equidistantly
placed) be any convenient large proper fraction, say -^ ; though this is
scarcely large enough it is convenient, as all operations will consist in
Let the initial charge,
multiplications by 9 and simple additions.
moving to the right, be 10,000, extending uniformly over a complete
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be the time taken to travel

->
10,000

;

->

-<1,000,

9,000
'

->

--

->

100,

900,

8,100;

90,

820,

->-<-->

<810,

;

-<900,

180,

-

810,

->
7,290.

The figures in the successive lines show the distribution of the charge
in the consecutive sections to right and left, initially and after intervals
First of all ~$ of the initial charge passes into the next
a, 2a, 3a, etc.
section to the right, and the other y1^ is reflected back by the resistance
to where it was at the beginning.
Then these two charges similarly
1
The arrows
divide, -^ of each going forward, the other y ^ backward.

indicate the direction of motion of a charge. All subsequent operations
consist in pairing the charges which are moving towards one another in
the proportions T9^ and y1^.
After seven operations we have this
result

:

<-

->

531, 59, 566, 120, 583, 184, 591, 245, 583, 302, 565, 371, 530, 4773;

more than half the original charge is in the tail. The directions
of motion are alternately to left and to right, so that it is only necessary
to know this, and not to continue drawing the arrow-heads.
The
currents are alternately + and so that

.

But we should, to approach reality, extend the original charge at
least over two sections, instead of one only.
To do this, we have
merely to add each of the numbers to the one following it. After
seven operations, therefore, an

two

sections,

and moving

initial

to the right,

charge of 20,000 extending over
becomes distributed thus
:

531, 590, 625, 686, 703, 767, 775, 836, 828, 885,867, 936,901,5303,4773;

which

is

really

its distribution when the resistances are
The corresponding current is not represented by

something like

uniformly spread.

these figures, of course, owing to the opposite direction of current in
alternate segments when the original charge extended over only one
segment. Allowing for this fact, the current, after seven operations,
due to 20,000 over two sections initially, is represented by

-<-.--.'-*

-4531, 472, 507, 446, 463, 399, 407, 346, 338, 281, 263, 194,169,4243,4773.

In the head the current is positive. In the whole of the tail (represented by the small numbers) the current is negative.
We see that
the division of the initial charge over two sections has not been
sufficient to remove the fluctuations wholly, though the reversals have
disappeared.
In course of time, if the circuit be sufficiently long, the nucleus is so
attenuated as to practically make the charge one long tail stretching
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out both ways, and tending to do so equally, so that the greatest VThe current is
disturbance is at or near the origin to the right of it.
then negative in the hinder part and also in a portion of the forward
That is, the region of positive current
part, and positive in the rest.
extends gradually from the nucleus into the tail.

Now

pass to the other kind of tail, due to reflection by leakage.
there be no resistance in the circuit, but uniform leakage instead, we
have tailing and distortion of a distinct kind. It is the current-element
that splits into two parts, one going forward, the other backward on
passing a bridge, whilst the electrification in the reflected wave is the
as
If, then, the attenuation be
negative of that in the incident.
before (ratio of transmitted to incident wave), at every one of the
isolated conducting bridges which we use to replace uniformly distributed leakage-conductance, we shall have the same results as above
precisely, except that current takes the place of transverse voltage.
Thus the first row of figures (after seven operations) shows the current
distribution (everywhere positive) due to an initial charge 10,000 (with
corresponding current as before) extending over one section ; the second
row that due to 20,000 over two sections; and the third row the
corresponding distribution of electrification, positive in the head, and
negative in all the rest. Observe that as, when there was no leakage, the
remained constant, so now that there is leakage, the
line-integral of
In one case it is really conservaline integral of C remains constant.
If

^

V

tion or persistence of the electrification

momentum

\LCdz.

l&Pft*;

in the other,

of the

In the one case the momentum-integral subsides,

in the other the electrification-integral
the time-factor being e~ Kt!L
Xil8
In both cases the energy subsubsides, the time-factor being c~
sides towards zero, in spite of the persistence of electrification or of
.

momentum.
When we have both

resistance in the conductors and leakage, the
or negative (referring to the electrification), according as
RjL is greater or less than K/S. The latter case is quite out of
ordinary practice, which aims at high insulation; the results are consequently very singular, when considered in more detail, which cannot

tail is positive

be done now.
In a somewhat similar manner to that in which we have roughly
followed the growth of tails, we may follow the progress of signals
through a circuit, and obtain the arrival-curves of the current at the
distant end, or rather, we may obtain curves resembling the real ones
somewhat by drawing curves through the zigzags which result. The
method has no recommendation whatever in point of accuracy its real
recommendation lies in the facility with which a general knowledge of
the whole course of events may be obtained, and I daresay some
people may think that of not insignificant moment.
To make the method intelligible, without going into detail elaborately,
let the circuit be perfectly insulated, and in only seven sections, at each
of the six junctions of which is concentrated one-sixth part of the
:
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materially

ratio RljLv, whether it be a large number, or small.
First,
let it be small, say Rl = ^Lv.
The attenuation at each resistance (Rl/Q)
9
is then
T g- as before. Let us also insert resistances of amount Lv at

upon the

both ends, to stop reflections and complications.
10,000 in the first section, we proceed thus

Then, starting with

:

->
A. 10,000;

<-

>

1,000,

9,000

;

->
900,

0,

8,100;

->

<810,

90,

810,

7,290;

0,

738,

162,

729,

-<664,

74,

672,

219,

656,

0,

612,

134,

612,

262,

590,

5,314; B.

551,

61,

564,

181,

557,

295,

0;

0,

514,

112,

520,

219,

29,

;

->

+
If a

6,561

5,905;

266.

= time

of going one section, this gives the whole history of the
circuit from the moment of putting on a steady impressed force at A up
to 9a, or 2a after commencement of arrival of the current at B.
The
calculation is precisely that by which we should calculate (by the
previously described method) the progress of a charge 10,000 initially
in the first section and moving to the right.
In time a, 9,000 goes
forward to the second section, 1,000 is reflected back. After another
9
step the 1,000 is absorbed, whilst T ^ of the 9,000 goes forward, and 1\ reflected back.
This brings us to the third line. The first arrival at
B is of 5,314, the second of 266, and so on (not carried further). The
sum total of all the arrivals at B when carried further is 5,999, which
That is, -^ of the charge would go out at B and
really means 6,000.
4
y ^ at A. Now the same figures serve with the impressed force,
which we have to imagine continuously sending into the first section
the 10,000 wave.
The real state of electrification of the line at any
stage is to be found by summing up the columns, and the real state of
current by summing up the columns with allowance made for the fact
that all charges moving to the left mean negative currents.
Thus the
current at
falls to its final strength, whilst at B it rises to it.
Of
course the current would not really arrive at B in a perfectly sudden
manner to |-| of its final strength, though it would arrive far more
suddenly than the current arrives at the end of an Atlantic cable. The
final current is (e/2Lv) x -6.
If we increase the number of sections so
greatly that the first arrival at B is insensible, then the arrival-curve
will resemble that at the end of an Atlantic cable (or even much shorter
The value of e~ Kl/Lv is exceedingly small in such a case.
cables).
)

is

A

H.E.P.

VOL.

ii.

x
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Now if we short-circuit at A and B the process is essentially the
same, although we must not absorb all reflected waves arriving at A,
and all transmitted waves arriving at B, but reflect them properly.
This causes there to be a sort of bore running to and fro, in addition to
the regular action, so that the arriving current at B gives a sudden
jump at regular intervals 2l/v apart; these jumps get smaller and
smaller rapidly at each repetition, of course.
But should the circuit be
so long that the first increment of current at B is insensible, this jumpIt is also to be remarked that the insertion of
ing cannot occur.
terminal resistances stops the oscillatory action.
It was my intention to have given the equations of the tails, positive
or negative, or mixed, but as the investigation would unduly extend
the length of the present communication, I propose to consider the tails
in the next Part IX.
At present I may remark that the equation is in
the form of a series of rising powers of (vt + z), true when
z<vt ; this
But
gives the results very simply in the early stages of development.
later on, it is desirable to transform first into powers of z multiplied
into Bessel's functions of the time, and then into other forms, working
down

to inertialess solutions.
Conditions Regulating the Improvement of Transmission.

The general

lines to

be followed to improve the capabilities of

telephone circuits (long-distance) for getting signals
through with the least distortion and least attenuation combined are
We should
these.
First of all RjL is usually far greater than K/S.
The former may be done by
therefore reduce M/L and increase K/S.
either reducing the resistance or by increasing the inductance, or by
both together. This will lessen both the attenuation and the distortion.
So remarkable is this effect, that without changing either the resistance
or the permittance of an Atlantic cable, we could, by increasing the
inductance (with sinusoidal currents), make the current-amplitude at B
be nearly twice as great as the full strength of steady current (the
doubling being due to absence of terminal resistance). It is scarcely

telegraph

or

necessary to remark that it is wholly impracticable to go anything like
so far as this ; the illustration serves however to show the extraordinary
range of possibilities implied in a single theory. The other way is to
and reduce S, or both together. By increasing the leakageincrease
conductance we lessen the distortion, but at the same time increase the
attenuation.
Thus, if the resistance and the permittance be fixed, we
should increase the inductance as much as possible, and then increase
the leakage-conductance until the attenuation goes as far as is permissshall then have the least distortion possible with the given
ible.
resistance and permittance. (It is, however, assumed that we are only
approximating towards equalizing E/L and K/S, whilst RjL still remains
the larger, as, for instance in the case of a very long cable.)
It seems very probable that the iron-sheathing of a submarine cable
may be beneficial, though it is not at all easy to precisely state its full
But it is naturally suggested to increase the inductance by the
effect.
use of an irony insulator. In Part VI. I described the use of non-

K

We
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strict proportionality of

magnetic

force to induction variations when the range is small.
This was an
insulator impregnated with iron dust, and it shows, with small range of

magnetic force (with which alone we are concerned in signalling) no
sign of increased resistance, which is to be avoided, >( course, since we
require the lowest possible resistance to reduce attenuation and distortion.
It is possible, therefore, that such an insulator might be of
great service in cables for telephony and telegraphy, especially as its
The
insulation-resistance could not be so high as is ordinarily the case.
changed permittance must also be allowed for, though.

As regards open wires, if of copper, and of low resistance, good
telephony is possible to ridiculously great distances, further than any
one wants to speak, without troubling about getting the leakage to be
large.

There is a value of L which gives the least attenuation.
the distortionless system, the received current is

short-circuited at A, but with resistance
if there be resistance Lv both at

if

A

amount,

fil

= Lv,

Lv
and

at

B

at B,

For

since, in

or one half this
see that

;

we

................................. (51?)

makes CB a maximum.
carry this

But the attenuation is then so trifling that to
out (by increasing L) would be, if possible, quite unnecessary

in the case of a long circuit.
Again, in the case of no leakage at all, it may be
examination of the sinusoidal solution in Part V., that if

we approximate towards

the same formula but with the

sothat

J8-2Z.

gives the value of Lv which makes
to suit a given resistance of circuit.

shown by an
RjLn be small,
index - Rl/'2Lv,

...............................

the current received at

same formula that

It

may

also be

B

a

(620)

maximum

shown by the

the receiver have small inductance, the resistance
it should have
(when of a given size and shape) to make the magnetic
force a maximum approximates to Lv, which is the critical resistance
that absorbs all arriving disturbances.

May

XLI.

7,

if

1887.
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APP. A.

On

the

Measure of

;

but

now

first

CIRCUITS.*

published.]

the Permittance

and Retardation of Closed

Metallic Circuits.

to the fact that most of the circuits of which mention is made in
brother's paper consist of or contain a considerable amount of

OWING

my

* [This
A.

W.

of Mr.
article consists
sts of the three appendices that I wrote to the paper o
Heaviside and myself on " The Bridge System of Telephony," which paper
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buried wires, and therefore possess considerable permittance, combined
with the fact that these buried wires have very high resistance, as much
as 45 ohms per mile, and with the further fact that the self-induction of
these lines is small, we may, leaving on one side the question of the
apparatus (which is no unimportant one in itself), regard the transmission of telephonic currents through the lines as being governed mainly
by the three factors resistance, permittance, and length of line.
Take, therefore, for starting-point the now well-known theory of the

submarine cable promulgated
so curiously foreshadowed by

by

Sir

Ohm

W. Thomson

in 1855,

in 1827, in his celebrated

which was
memoir on

the galvanic circuit, when guided by an analogy between the flow of
electricity and the flow of heat, which is now known to be entirely
erroneous.
translation of Ohm's memoir is contained in vol. II. of Taylor's
"Scientific Memoirs," and Sir W: Thomson's writings on the subject of
the submarine cable are collected in vol. n. of his " Mathematical and

A

Physical Papers."
The line is a single
Electromagnetic induction is wholly ignored.
its length, and its resistance and
wire, fully defined by the three data
permittance per unit length. The circuit is completed through the
"
earth," supposed to have no resistance, and to extend right up to the
dielectric material which envelops it, whose outer boundary is therefore
taken to be permanently at potential zero. On these suppositions, a
single quantity F", the potential of the wire, when given along it, fully
expresses its state at a given moment, and we may exactly calculate the
effect at the distant end of the line (or at any other part), due to
arbitrarily varying the potential by a battery at the beginning; the
periods of time concerned being, in lines of different lengths, governed
be the resistance, and
by the important law of the squares. Thus if
$ the permittance per mile of a cable of length /, the retardation is pro2
portional to ESI a certain interval of time, which, if R be in ohms, and
S in microfarads, is expressed in millionths of a second, owing to the
ohm being 10 9 and the microfarad 10~ 15 c.g.s. electromagnetic units.
$2 1 2 and we
If there be two cables, with constants fiv Sls l v and
2
operate similarly upon them, the time required to set up a given state
in the first will be to that required to set up the corresponding state in
For instance, if it take 1 second to
the second, as R^lf is to R^S^9
bring the current at the distant end to y ^ of its full strength due to a
steady impressed voltage at the beginning of the first cable, and the

E

,

R

,

,

,

for presentation to the Soc. Tel. Eng. and Electricians, but which
owing to the objections of the official censor. I have omitted the
portion of Appendix C relating to the distortionless circuit, as the matter is more
The portions of the obnoxious paper
fully treated elsewhere in this volume.
contributed by myself (about 20 pages) are also omitted, for a similar reason. I
was given to understand that the official censor ordered it all to be left out,

was intended
never got so

far,

because he considered that the Society was saturated with self-induction, and
should be given credit for knowing all about it. See, however, Art. xxxvin.,
The present article may now
p. 160, in this volume for evidence to the contrary.
usefully serve as appendices to the preceding one "On the Self-induction of
Wires," since it consists mainly of practical applications of the theory contained
therein. ]
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first,

it

will take 5 seconds to bring the current at the distant end of the second
The final currents will not, of course,
line to T9 of its final strength.
be equal, unless the impressed voltages are in proportion to the resist<j-

ance of the

lines.

The way the

current rises at the distant end due to

suddenly raising the potential at the beginning to, and keeping it at, a
constant amount, is precisely similar to the way a current of heat
appears at the distant end of a metallic bar when its beginning receives
a sudden accession of temperature, which is maintained constant there,
provided the bar be prevented from losing heat laterally. This reservation is necessary, because it is usually the case that submarine cables are
well-insulated
whilst, on the other hand, there is considerable lateral
But if
loss of heat from a bar through which a current of heat is sent.
the amounts of loss be properly adjusted in the two cases, there will
still be a
perfect similarity, if the loss per unit length be proportional to
temperature-difference in the one case, and to potential-difference in the
;

other.

The

terminal resistances, as of the battery at the beginning
at the distant end of the line, is to
increase the retardation considerably, whilst at the same time somewhat
modifying the manner of rise of the current, so that a strict comparison
of a cable with terminal resistances to one without them is not possible ;
although if both have terminal resistances, and they be properly adjusted
in amount, we may render the systems similar, and allow strict comparison.
The influence of resistance at either end, or at both ends of a
effect of

and of the receiving instrument

on the nature of the arrival-curve, was given by me in my paper
Signalling through Heterogeneous Conductors" [Art. XV., p. 61,
vol. I.], the main object of which was to explain the very singular phenomenon of a marked difference in the speed of working through a submarine cable having land-lines of widely different lengths at its two
ends, which was first observed by myself in October, 1869, when making
trials of the speed of working, both by reversing key and by automatic
transmitter, on the then newly-laid Anglo-Danish cable ; when I also
had the opportunity of being present at both ends of the line (not quite
at the same time, however,) so as to be sure that the anomalous
symptoms did not arise from some easily remediable local cause, but
line,

"On

had

their cause deep-seated in the electrical system.
insertion of a condenser between line and earth at the receiving
end, and more especially the insertion of condensers at both ends of the

The

on the other hand, a remarkable accelerating power on the
more than doubling the speed of working a performance
that contrasts with the effect of the most ingeniously arranged curbing
which
keys, especially when the excessive simplicity of the means by
This remarkable power seems to
this result is attained is remembered.
have been found out by pure accident, the practice of signalling through
condensers having arisen out of Mr. Willoughby Smith's system of
It is indeed true that Mr. C. F.
testing cables during submersion.
Smith has
Varley had previously patented the method in what Mr. W.
called a fishing patent, but it does not appear that Mr. Varley or anyone

line, has,

signalling,
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had foreseen the extraordinary merits of the condenser-method. The
theory of the influence of terminal condensers I have given in my paper
"On Telegraphic Signalling with Condensers" [Art. xni., p. 47, vol. I.],
and again, more completely, in my paper " On the Theory of Faults in
Cables" [Art. XVL, p. 71, vol. I.], in which the theory of the almost
equally remarkable accelerating effect on the speed of working due to a
leakage-fault in the cable is considered, and it is shown how to take
account of the influence of any terminal arrangements, with the solu-

else

tions in several simple cases.
Suppose now we take for granted that we know precisely how
signals are propagated through a single submarine cable, with given

terminal arrangements ; and next, take two equal but quite independent
cables, with independent batteries and instruments, and operate upon
them similarly and simultaneously, as is symbolically represented in

Earth

FIG.

1.

both with positive or both with negative
fig.
poles to line, the phenomena produced in the two cables will be
identically the same at the same time at corresponding places, owing to
1.

If the batteries be

We

the equality of the cables and of the other circumstances.
could,
therefore, by substituting for the two cables one of double the permittance and half the resistance of either of the old ; and for the two
batteries, one of the same E.M.F. and half the resistance of either ; and
for the two instruments, one of half the resistance and half the inductance ; and, if there be terminal condensers, a single condenser for the
two at either end, but of double the permittance of either ; signal
through the new line in precisely the same manner as through the
former two, the new potential being the same as that in both the old
cables, whilst the new current is the sum of the currents in the former
case.

But if, on the other hand, as in fig. 1, the equal batteries have always
opposite poles to line, the potentials at corresponding points will be
equal and oppositely signed, and the currents will be equal and
oppositely directed in space, or in the same direction in the circuit of

:2R
FIG.

the two cables.

2.

We may now remove

the earth-connections altogether,

without producing any change in what takes place in the cables,
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We

thus making a closed metallic circuit, as in fig. 2.
see, therefore,
that by the abolition of the earth as a return-conductor, and by the
substitution of a return through an equal and independent cable, we
vary the current in the same manner as before the change, provided
we double the E.M.F. and the resistance of the battery, and double the
resistance and inductance of the receiver, and if there be terminal condensers, halve their permittances.
So far, therefore, as signals from end to end are concerned, we may
treat the new circuit as a single wire with earth-return, if instead of
and S being the constants of either wire, we take them to be "2R and
\S per mile of the new circuit ; and, at the same time, take for V, not
the potential of either wire, but their difference of potential at a given
place ; whilst (7, the current in the single wire, becomes the current in
either wire of the loop-circuit.
The new resistance is the resistance
per mile of line, and the new permittance is the effective permittance
The electrostatic retardation of the line is unper mile of line.

R

changed.

if

(But

alter the terminal

we do not, in passing from single-wire to double,
arrangements in proportion, we naturally accelerate

signalling.)

The halving of the permittance is, in another form, a doubling of
what might be called the electrostatic "resistance," if it were not
desirable to refrain from multiplying applications of the term resistance;
owing to the condensers, first wire to earth, and earth to second wire/
being in sequence, whilst the earth itself counts for nothing except a
may, however, perhaps
perfect conductor, for our present purpose.
" elastance " of a
condenser,
appropriately speak of the doubling of the
defining the elastance to be the reciprocal of the permittance ; for this
" electric
is at once in accord with Maxwell's
elasticity," the reciprocal
of the specific inductive capacity, and with the general terminology that

We

I

have proposed, thus
,.

T

:

(

,N

Conduction Current
,,

,

,.

t

,.

T
Magnetic Induct.on

n,

._*

T\:

Inductance, Inductivity.

( [Reluctanc ; Reluctivity.]
*

i

Resistance. Resistivity.

| Conductancei Conductivity.

Electric Displacement

f

|

Elastance, Elastivity.

jp^tj^ Permittivity.]

Resistance and conductance are reciprocal, as are resistivity and conInductivity and elastivity
ductivity, which refer to the unit volume.
also refer to the unit volume; whilst inductivity is to inductance as

and elastivity is to elastance as
is to conductance ;
In the cases of the fluxes induction and
to resistance.
are
displacement, it may be observed that appropriate reciprocals
in this
well
I
works
This
find,
except
practically,
system,
wanting.
conductivity

resistivity is

respect.
it

Although elastance is supported by Maxwell's elasticity, yet
all harmonize with displacement, which is, by itself, quite

does not at

appropriate, though

wanted.

Again,

elasticity,

unless

it

does not lend itself to the variations that are
might be confounded with mechanical

elasticity

we

prefix- the adjective

electric,

which prefixing of
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adjectives is just one of the things that we should try to avoid in a
convenient terminology.
This objection is, however, completely removed by the substitution of elastivity, which has also the advantage
of more perfectly harmonising with conductivity and inductivity.
As
for going to the dead languages for more new words, which may be
quite unaccommodative, I must regard that as a barbarous practice.

A good

and adaptable substitute for displacement is therefore wanted,
and from it a pair of words which shall stand for the reciprocals of the
above elastance and elastivity, which are convenient. Now capacity, the
present term for the reciprocal of elastance, may mean anything it is
too general a term ; we should rather have a word suggestive of elastic
yielding
capacity seems to suggest the power of holding electricity, a
notion which is thoroughly antagonistic to Maxwell's notion of the
functions of a dielectric.
Again, the reciprocals of inductivity and
;

;

inductance are wanted.

It is quite painful to read of

"magnetic resisthave now inserted the additional words
coined after writing the above, and have substituted permittance for

ance" to "lines of

force."

[I

capacity in the text.]
After this little digression upon a subject which is important to all
who desire the improvement of electrical nomenclature in a systematic
and convenient manner that will harmonize with Maxwell's theory of
and its later developments, we may return to the looped
^electricity
The earth between them has, or rather has been assumed to
cables.
have, merely the function of a conductor of negligible resistance; which,
though not true, for there would be some small mutual action between
the cables, is perhaps sufficiently true practically when cables are submerged. The above reasoning therefore applies to a pair of buried
wires, provided they be each wholly surrounded by fairly well-conducting matter, either existent all the way between them, or at least in
good conductive connection, if the matter does not extend from the
outside of the insulator of one wire to that of the other and surround
But if this be not the case, it is clear that the effective elastance
both.
will be increased by the substitution of dielectric for conducting matter,
or the effective permittance will be reduced, thus reducing the retardaHence the greatest possible measure of the electrostatic retardation.
tion of a pair of equal buried wires in loop is that of either alone, when
buried in the technical "earth," and it may be considerably less.
Experiment on this point is wanting to see how wires buried in pipes
behave as regards permittance. It is no use at all to measure the permittance of each wire by itself with respect to earth ; the proper way
is (as I have before pointed out) to measure the effective permittance
as it really is, that from one wire to the other, modified in amount to
an unknown extent (in the present case) by the amount of moisture
present, and by the parallel conductors.
If the radius of a wire be ?, and that of its (homogeneous) insulator
its greatest permittance, viz., when earth comes close up to the
s,
outside of the insulator, is

",

a)
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per unit length, where c is the permittivity of the dielectric, this being
When the covering
the well-known formula due to Sir W. Thomson.
consists of concentric layers of different permittivities c lt c 2 etc., of
outer radii s 15 s 2 etc., we get the permittance at once by taking the
reciprocal of the sum of the elastances ; thus,
,

,

To

illustrate the

way

of getting this formula, let this wire be suspended

in the air, and its permittance with respect to earth be wanted ; we
shall have to add on the elastance between the outside of the solid

covering and the earth, to obtain the total elastance, when, of course,
reduced.
then

its reciprocal, the permittance, is greatly
If c vary continuously with the radius,

taken between the proper limits, is the elastance. Thus, if c vary
inversely as r, the elastance is simply proportional to the thickness of
If it vary as ?, the elastance is proportional to the
the dielectric.
difference of the reciprocals of the radii, so that the permittance is
finite when the outer radius is infinite, instead of zero, as is the case
when c is constant, or varies inversely as r. The permittance of an
infinitely thick cylindrical dielectric with finite internal radius, is zero
w
or finite according as, if c = r , n is negative (including zero) or posithe
formula
tive,
general
being
r,

2dr

2 fl

_

Vn+1

c

Q

n\a

n

when

the outer and inner radii are b and a.
when the dielectric layers are spherical, since the elastance
of a layer of thickness dr is (47r/c)(e?r/47rr 2 ), 4?r/c being the elastivity,
Similarly,

we have

And
as the expression for the elastance between the proper limits.
in the cylinder case to
if c = c r", we have only to change n to

n+1

obtain the spherical results

n=

;

e.g.,

permittance inversely as thickness

if

-2.

The

strict application of this method to magnetic induction problems
not possible on account of the circuital property, except in some
But its partial application is useful
peculiar cases of magnetic circuits.
enough.
" Electrical Accum[It is, I believe, to Mr. F. C. Webb, in his work
is

ulation and Conduction," 1862, that we must give the credit
recognising and employing in electrostatic problems the idea
addition of elastances, rather than that of the compounding
mittances.
It is, however, unfortunate that the application

method

is

so limited.]

of first
of the
of perof the
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In the case of a pair of twin wires in pipes, we only safely know the
greatest possible effective permittance, which is J, where S is given
by (1) or (2); whilst the effective resistance is double that of either
wire ; and that this measure of the permittance may be considerably
reduced.
But using the proper value, whatever it may be, we may
apply the submarine-cable theory, as if a single wire were in question,
to represent the difference of potential of the two wires.
but taking
Let us now pass to the other extreme, by removing all conducting
matter from the neighbourhood of the wires to a very great distance ;
for instance, imagine the twin wires to go from the earth to the moon.
If the wires be at the same distance apart as before, the permittance is
brought to a minimum. (It is, of course, nonsense to talk of the permittance of the wires, strictly speaking, as it is really the permittance
of the dielectric between them that is in question.) Let one be charged
positively, the other equally negatively; the ratio of this charge to the
difference of potential is the permittance required.
Its value was given
"
" On the
in my paper
electrostatic capacity of suspended wires
[Art.
If rx and r2 are the radii, and r 12 their distance
XII., vol. I., p. 42].
apart (between axes or centres),

V

...(3)

the permittance per unit length (in electrostatic units), if the
But if the wires are covered with
dielectric has the unit permittivity.
solid dielectrics in concentric layers, this formula (3), or rather the

is

S~ l will only represent the elastance between the external
coverings supposed of radii rt and r2 ; we must then add the elastances
of the various concentric layers, as per equation (2), for each wire, to
obtain the total elastance between the wires ; and, lastly, its reciprocal
is the required permittance.
But, keeping to (3), with a dielectric of unit permittivity all the way
from wire to wire, the resistance to be coupled with S will be the sum
Observe that the
of the resistances of the two wires per unit length.
radii of the wires need not be equal, nor their resistances.
Quite independently of equality of the wires, the propagation of signals from
end to end will take place according to the single-wire theory, with
taken to be the fall of potential across the
and S as just defined, and
dielectric.
(As to the permittance of either wire by itself in space, that
But whether
is zero, or else meaningless, if it be infinitely long.)
magnetic induction will now be ignorable will depend upon the values
of R, S, and the inductance, which last is not now in question.
If one conductor surround the other concentrically, and be far
removed from other conductors, we of course use formula (1) for the
permittance, whilst the effective resistance is the sum of the resistances
But if
is their difference of potential.
of the wire and sheath, and
other conductors be brought close, their presence will necessitate the
consideration of the external permittance of the sheath, and somewhat
modify the propagation of signals according to the single-wire theory.
Returning to the previous case, let the wires be equal, and be not
reciprocal,

,

R

V

V
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removed from other conductors, but still be at a distance from
them which is a large multiple of their distance apart for instance, let
them be suspended above the ground in the usual manner. Clearly
infinitely

;

they will cancel one another to a great extent as regards their influence
when they are equally and oppositely charged

in charging the earth,

by the battery.
Hence the formula

(3),

with r T

= r2

,

or
(4)

will be approximately true.
But this value of S will be rather less
than the true value, which is a little increased by the presence of the
earth.
The value of the permittance between two unequal wires of
radii r^ and ?\,, distant r 12 between centres, at heights
fa and Js2 above
the ground, is, if s u be the distance between either wire and the
image
of the other (the image being a parallel similar imaginary wire as much
vertically under as the real wire is above the ground), given by
l

.......................... (5)

(To get this and other formulae, see the paper last referred to, and
So, when the wires are of equal radii, and at equal heights,
pair wires. )

we

shall

have

s=
and, since s/s 12 is nearly unity, (4) is nearly equivalent.
hand, the permittance between either wire and earth is

On

the other

(7)

and we see that one-half
to the true

S

of this has

of (4) or (6).

There

no necessary equivalence whatever

may be an

accidental equivalence.
But, whilst (4) assumes the earth to be infinitely distant, and (6) allows
for the increase due to the earth's nearness, there is still a further
increase to be practically reckoned on account of the proximity of
The amount of
parallel wires (i.e. when there are any, as is usual).
this increase, which is not at all insignificant, I have calculated in the
paper referred to, when the earth is the return-conductor. To get the
results when wires are looped, we have merely to pair the wires
t

properly.
It is necessary for the wires to be at the same height above the
ground, and to be equal in other respects, for the looped circuit to
behave strictly as a single wire in the propagation of signals from
end to end. Otherwise, differential effects are produced, due to the
currents not being quite equal in the two wires.
The extension of the
meaning of a "line" to include looped wires, generally to be equal, but
sometimes with a complete removal of this restriction, leads to a great
simplicity in the treatment of problems relating to the transmission of
signals from end to end, doing away with a vast quantity of round-
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about work 'that occurs when each wire is considered independently,
with its own constants and potential and current. I have developed
this in my paper "On the Self-induction of Wires," [Art. XL., vol. n.] ;
a more elementary treatment is contained in "Electromagnetic Induction and its Propagation," Sections xxxn. to xxxv. [Art. xxxv.,
vol.

II.,

p. 76].

In farther illustration of this matter, go back to fig. 1, in which let
the wires be, not equal, but have the same time-constants of retardation,
Let the upper wire have
times the resistance of
or ./ZjiSy 2 = R.2 Sf.
times the permittance of the
the lower, and the lower have
The top wire should then have a
upper, between wire and earth.
times the resistance of that of the battery on the
battery of
times the resistance and
lower wire, and also an instrument of
inductance ; whilst any condensers in the lower terminal arrangements
times the permittance of those in the upper.
In short,
should have
the two systems are to be similar ; one to be an enlarged copy of the
other, the ratio being N.
If, now, the earth be kept on for return-conductor, and similar poles
of batteries of equal voltage be to line, the potentials at corresponding
points will be equal, though not the currents, so that the two wires
behave like one, having the same time-constant. And, if the batteries
be with opposite poles to line, with voltages in the ratio R^R^ we
have equal but oppositely signed charges and currents, and the
earth-connections may be removed, leaving a metallic circuit, which, if
J^be taken as the fall of potential from wire to wire, is equivalent to
a single wire with earth-return, of resistance equal to the sum of the
resistances of the two wires, and elastance equal to the sum of the
elastances, so that the electrostatic time-constant is unchanged.
This applies to all wires whose dielectric coverings are externally
On the other hand, when
joined by matter of negligible resistance.
there is dielectric everywhere about the wires, we have the case of
equation (3) again, if sufficiently distant from earth and other conductors.
But if not sufficiently distant, we shall have differential effects produced,
and the propagation of signals will not take place strictly according to
the single-wire theory, but will have to be, if the differential effects are
great enough to make it worth while to allow for them, calculated
according to the methods appropriate to self and mutual induction of

N

N

N

N

N

electrostatic and magnetic, as developed in my paper "On
As
Induction between Parallel Wires" [Art. xix., vol. I., p. 116].
an extreme case, let one wire be suspended, and the other, of equal
Here the differential effects will
resistance, be buried in the ground.
be very large. But this is a mere curiosity, from the practical point of
What is important is, that in the practical cases that have
view.
arisen of late years, principally owing to the extension of the use of the
telephone, in which metallic circuits are employed, the wires are
in all respects, so that the circuit may be treated
practically equal
as a single wire with very great accuracy in the manner I have
exemplified here in some elementary cases and developed elsewhere,
extended to include self-induction and leakage.

wires,
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"Induction between Parallel Wires" already

paper on

referred to.
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parallel wires the equations are [vol.

I.,

p.

140]

v 2 are the potentials of wires 1 and 2 at distance x;
the
resistances ; ^ and i 2 the insulation-resistances ; s v s2 S 12
Kg
c
the magnetic induction-coefficients
p e 2 and e ]2 the electrostatic
induction-coefficients ; the dot standing for time-differentiation, and the
accent for ^-differentiation.
Now let the wires be equal, and loop them. Let

where
&! and

and

^

,

,

;

v\

~ V2 = ^ = difference

of potential,

C = current,
2k = E

= resistance

of line per unit length,

~C = s=
permittance
i2)
s ) = L = inductance
2(s
12
|( c

~
(2i)

Then we

shall

l

have

-

<*f=
dx

- *j*= KF+ SF;

EG + LC,

and the potential equation
that of v lt

,,

= K= leakage-conductance

is,

dx

by subtracting the equation of

v2

from

d ^ = (K.T d \ Tf^<Z d \
(H + L
(K + b )
dx 2
\
dtj\
dtj

-j

)

These are the equations of a single wire with earth-return and constants
R, L, S, arid K, potential V and current (7, as in equation (25) of the
same paper [p. 139, vol. I.]. There are several other cases in which a
t

similar simplification results.
It would appear from the results given in my brother's paper, and
from others of a similar nature, that the greatest value of the timeconstant of a buried circuit with wires of high resistance which it is
possible to work through practically with telephones is about

ES1 2 = -015 second.

From the results obtained in the early days of the telephone I
concluded that *01 second was something like it. But it is really a
quite indefinite quantity, depending upon so many circumstances,
including not only the instruments, but also the absurdly-called
personal "equation." One man might go on to -015, and another
declare that -0075 was past bearing, a difference of 100 per cent.
But
on this point I wish it to be distinctly understood, so far as my own
views are concerned, that, taking this -015 second as expressing the
practical utmost limit of what it claims to represent, it only applies
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when

the line can be treated as a submarine cable.
And, to emphasize
add that if any one would pay the cost, which would
be considerable, I would undertake to erect a line of such length and
permittance that its electrostatic time-constant should be several times
this '015 second, and yet work the telephone beautifully through it.
It would not be a submarine cable, that is all.
The submarine cable
would have no more to do with it than Mrs. Harris.
Apparatus is a matter of considerable importance. Nearly all the
progress to efficiency described in my brother's paper was in getting rid
of apparatus retardation, and allowing the lines to have the best chance.
When, however, it comes to the complete removal of all intermediate
apparatus (leaving only apparatus in bridge), and then to working
through the longest distance possible, it is clear that, if the terminal
apparatus is fairly good, the substitution of one telephone for another
cannot (unless they are of widely different natures) be accompanied by
any important change in the greatest working distance.
this remark, I will

APP. B.

On

Telephone Lines (Metallic Circuits) considered as
Induction-Balances.

IT is needless to say that a circuit consisting of a single wire with
earth-return is not balanced against the inductive interference of parallel
wires at all.
But, as is remarked in my brother's paper, a double-wire
line
is an induction-balance.
More correctly speaking, it
telephone
ought to be made one. The disturbances of balance referred to in the
paper are, from the scientific point of view, of considerable interest.
In the following the theory of these disturbances is illustrated by

some comparatively simple analogous cases.
Take two long wires and thoroughly twist them together and join
them up with a telephone so that any current in the circuit must go up
one wire and down the other and then try to induce currents in the
If
circuit by means of intermittences or reversals in an external wire.

investigating

;

;

be done as a laboratory experiment, there will be no sound in the
It is true that we can easily detect the induction between
telephone.
the primary and a single loop (or half a complete twist) of the secondary,
especially if we make a loop in the primary of about the same size but
there is practically not the least effect when it is not one loop, but
hundreds in the secondary that are in question. In fact, the two wires
of the secondary circuit change places so often that they may, in the
this

;

mean, be regarded as identically situated, and have precisely equal
There is, then, no
E.M.F.'S induced in them by the primary current.
observable current in the secondary ; nor does it matter whether the
wires have the same resistance or not, (though there might perhaps be
an observable current if the wires were of widely different sizes, especially
if the thicker one be iron), nor whether resistance is inserted in the circuit
It is simply a question of the resistance and inductance of the
or not.
secondary circuit and since there is no E.M.F. in it on the whole, there
is no current.
But the case becomes different when we stretch out the double wire
;

